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REPRIMAND GIVEN REPUBLICANS ARE BLIZZARD SWEEPS
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At Cambridge, final score: Harvard
15; Carlisle 18.
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EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY,
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general is severely wounded.
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or 1.4 degrees below the normal, and a troubled frame of mind.
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at Knowles on the twenty-fourtBefore grapes get too ripe Is the
district averages were as follows: No.
7 (Canadian and Northeast), 51.5 de- best 4ime to make Jelly.
grees; No. 8 (Pecos and Rio Grande), a Peaches which are too green make
very poor canned product.
6S.1 degrees; No. 9 (Western), 53.0
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ed down rich and thick, are liked in
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many families.
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Are You a Woman

birth in this county of the redoubtable Hen McCnlloueh, whose exploits
as an Indian Tighter and soldier of
fortune rivaled the stirring deeds of
famous
Davy Crockett and other
western pioneers. MeCuilough fought
under three flags. In his youth he
followed the Stars and Stripes into
battle against, the Indians. Later, at
the battle of San Jacinto, he fought
side by side with Sam Houston for
"TURKEY TROT" AND "BUNNY the "Lone Star" flag of the Texas
HUG" HAVE DRIVEN OUT TWO-STE- P
republic. At the outbreak of the civ-war he Joined the Confederates.
AND1 WLATZ.
He was commissioned brigadier general and was killed while fighting
New York, Nov. 11. "How can we
under
the stars and bars at the battle
expect to arrive at a decent standard
Pea
of
Ridge.
in
we
the
read
for dancing when
the
country
daily press throughout
HOME ENDORSEMENT
the reports of what the
smart set Is dancing at Newport? We
read that they have adopted the 'tur- Hundreds of East Las Vegas Citizens
Can Tell You All About It.
key trot' and the 'bunny hug,' and
Home endorsement, the public exthat these suggestive dances have
been given at the homes of some of pression of East Las Vegas people,
should be evidence beyond dispute
the leaders of the colony."
These comments and many others for every East Las Vegas reader.
were made qjiyftlrs. Charles H. Israels Surely the experience of friends and
before a meeting of the Neighborhood neighbors, cheerfully given by them,
Workers assaefetion at Greenwich will carry more weight than the ntr
House yesterday in a discussion rela- terances of strangers residing in fartive to bettering the conditions of away places. Read the following:
dance halls in this city.
O. L. Gregory, 214 Grand Ave., East
"What can we expect?" said Mrs. Las Vegas, N. Mex., says: "Doan's
Israels, "when the
leading Kidney Pills, procured at the Center
people are so eager to set a wrong Block Pharmacy, have been used in
standard of dancing? And how can my family with satisfactory results.
we go to the owners of decent dance I can
cheerfully recommend this prehalls in this city and ask them to paration as one that, lives
up to repwith us, when they tell us resentations."
that Mayor Gaynor has exercised his
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
discretion over the bureau of licenses cents. Foster-MflhurCo., Buffalo,
and allowed the notorious Haymarket New
York, sole agents for the United
Dance hall to reopen?
States.
"One of the solutions we believe
Remember the name Doan's and
most effective is to teach people how
take no other.
to dance correctly," she said. "When
girls learn the regular social dances
the waltz and the two-stethey are
LIVE STOCK SHOW.
averse to the vulgar dances like the
Chicago, Nov. V;, Directors of the
'shadow dance,' 'turkey trop,' 'nigger,' International Live Stock Exposition
shiver dance' and the 'bunny hug,' announced last night that the annual
show will be held in the exposition
Many of those addicted to these
building at the Union Stock yards bedances have told us that they knew no ginning
December 2 and continuing
other, and that they had been given until December 9. Instructions have
to understand that these dances were been given to prepare the buildings
for the reception of the largest numThe only ber
approved by the
of live stock exhibits recorded. It
answer is to educate the girls in the is announced
that entries have been
right way of dancing."
received from the principal agricultural districts of the United States
and from well known breeding farms
of Mexico and Canada. There will
BEN M'CULLOUGH CENTENARY
Murfreesboro, Tenn., Nov. 11. One also be registered among the nomina-- ''
tions a liberal number of prize anfc
hundred years ago today saw the mals
from Europe.
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quiet places. It is possible that Mr.
Hichens and I may do another play
TO
together, but we have not as yet definitely planned It In fact, I don't believe in definitely planning anything
A GOOD
of an artistic nature. To be truly
great It must come almost unsought
Studied effects are seldom effective.
"I remember once
asking riolman
Day where he got the idea for his picture The Light of the World,' and he
replied that he thought it must have MEMBERS OF EDUCATIONAL ASMARY ANDERSON IS ANXIOUS
TO been
born with him."
ET BACK TO HER CHILDREN
SOCIATION WILL GO TO AN"Have you ever thought of writing
AFTER VISIT IN U. S.
CIENT CLIFF DWELLINGS.
a play dealing wiih the feminist move- jment?"
Mi88 Anaern smiled a third smik'
Santa Ke, N. M., Nov. 11.
Mary Anderson has left am
?h,.
R. F. Asplund of the New Mexi- wasn't like either of the others,
sailed on the Frederick der Grosse.
.
,
.
,
I..J,
ng, HNKwin
ot
Hefore going she said she had a perlu
wnmiwmi association simeu t
amusement,
merely
and
said
that
she
had not.
day that arrangements may be made
fectly beautiful time during the ten
"I can t see that as yet it furnishes to have the teachers, who will be here
days she has devoted to rehearsals
and first nights and receptions and the elements which are essential to to attend the convention of the New
dinners and past performance sup- the drama," she said. "As a matter Mexico Educational association next
of fact, it doesn't seem to me suff- week. made an excursion to the Puye
pers.
iciently
picturesque as interesting to r lifts near Espanola, on Saturday, No
The production of "The Garden of
form the basis of a good play. Of vember IS, provided a hundred or
Allah" has exceeded my wildest expeccourse I don't want to minimize the more can be registered to maKe the
tations," she said. "I did not Imagine
significance of this movement, as yon trip. The excursion, including transthat such scenery could be painted or call
l
It sometimes seems to some portation to and from Esiwnola
that there were any men in the of usIta
series of symptoms of unrest
and
to
fronii
from
and
Espanola
world clever enough to so arrange
rather than a homogeneous, well de- the cliffs (10 miles) by team will cost
paintings and properties as to achieve fined definitely directed
movement; hut $5 and a special train will be run
such effects. It isn't a little thing, but I don't Want to
argue about that. if the required number can be proto
you know,
reproduce the Desert of I have many friends who are very-kee- cured.
Sahara on a visiting card. You cerabout the suffrage matter in
These cliffs are of surpassing intertainly have right here in America the England, and they are constantly
est to scholars and tourists of the enscenic
in
greatest
artists
the world.
sending me literature, which I really tire world and it is
thought that the
"Everyone connected with the pro- would read if I had ime.
New Mexico educators, of all persons,
duction has been so good and taken
"Hut
am so very, very busy. There should see them.
Director Edgar I,.
so deep an interest in the smallest is so much to do down in the
country,
of the School of American
detail and everyone has been so beau- and then we usually go to Rome in Hewett
Archaeology is willing to lend his aid
tifully appreciative that I am as happy the winter."
to the teachers to make the trip inter- a child over it all."
"And don't you notice any differDr. Hewett will be able to ex
estlng.
Then she paused and smiled just ence in the mental attitude of the Ital- many
plain
points of interest and thus
that kind of a smile. Her eyelids had ian society women?" iersisted the make the excursion a
"personally con"Aren't
lot-that pensive little droop they had questioner.
they beginning to ducted tour."
vrtien she landed, the pink in her take an active interest in politics and
Returns in the Vault.
cheeks was brighter and the rinir in municipal housekeeping?"
Offlcial election returns continue to
I
"Those
know
seem
to
be
chiefly
h?r voice corresjwnded perfectly with
interested in bridge," replied Miss An-- i arrive at the secretary's office and
f smile.
all are promptly placed in the steel
derson.
Her black velvet frock, built on the
in
another vault. They will not be opened until
"Speaking of Italy," put
severebt princess lines and fastened nerson. "isn't there
a nrnhnliilltv thnt November 27, when the canvassing
at the side with many buttons of
you and Mrs. Hichens will dramatize board, provided by the enabling act,
carved onyx, was slightly opened at 'The Fruitful Vine?' "
meets to canvass these returns. This
the throat and finished with a sailor
Mjss Anderson said it hadn't been board consists of Governor Mills, Sec
collar of heavy gold lace. Her only decided. The next
s
retary Jaffa and Chief Justice Pope.
thing she was
were pearl earrings.
ing forward to, she explained, was the
Major Lohman Passes.
"No, I am not sorry to be going hunting season.
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes tohome," she resumed with another,
"My husband loves to shoot," said day received a
telegram from the East
more tender smile. Two very power- she. "I do, too at a target. I hate
that Major Eugene A.
announcing
ful magnets are drawing me my boy, to kill things."
Lohman, instructor in military tactics
Then she explained that she could at the Roswell
who is at college near Glastonbury
Military institute and
Abbey, and my little girl at home in not talk any more, as she had an im- regimental adjutant in the New MexiWorcestershire with her governess. I portant appointment.
co National Guard, has passed the ex"Good-bye,- "
she said, shaking hands amination for second lieutenant in
have been away from them too long
with a fourth variety of smile, "if the U. S.
now."
army. Major Lohman Is
a real gpod-byIsn't
though, for I well known In the territory. He was
"It's tooi bad you did't bring them
come over again in the run of
very popular at the Las Vegas enover with you so they could see the ho.ie to
of Allah.'
'The
Garden
the guardsmen
campment,
finding
play," remarked one of those present.
"I'm so glad you have Mr. Wal'er him an able
Mfss Anderson shook her head. "I
and courteous instructor.
as
is
this
and
that
at
over
here
last,
don't believe in dragging children
New Company
has ever done. 1
about from one place to another," she cood a thing as he
of Incorporation were filed
Articles
too
In
do
Boris
will
London,
he
said emphatically.
"I think they hope is too
early to plan for that in the territorial secretary's office by
should be rooted like little trees till but it
the Grand Haven Orchards company
Sun.
York
'New
yet.
they get their growth. '
with office at Roswell and W. A. Nich
"Have you any idea of becoming a
olas as agent. The company Is inp!a producer?" asked someone. Don't
VICTOR EMMANUEL 42
corporated at $30,000 consisting of 300
you find that end of it tremendously
Rome, Nov. 11. King Victor Em- shares at $100 and the incorporators
years old to- - are John A. Pfaff, Arch Campbell, A.
fascinating?"
manuel was forty-twover the W. Thomason, C. C. Coburn, J. W.
enthusiasm
and
popular
"Frankly speakin I should loathe
It," she replied. "The work here has war caused the anniversary to be Hieras, George De Young, Clifford J.
admit. In the first marked by national rejoicings upon Pfaff, all of Grand Haven, Mich., each
been delightful,
new
was
a
it
experience for me, an unusually extensive scale. The ten shares; Charles R. Shupo, Grand
place
national colors and pictures of the Haven, Mich., 37 shares; Fred C.
in the second place my
were so clever and so sympathetic, royal family were displayed every- Lard, Chicago, seven shares.
Postoffice Orders.
and in the third place everything where. Military reviews were held
munithe
were
Ana county, from
Dona
by
given
came out just right withotit a single and dinners
Selden,
hint of worry on my part.
cipalities and villages for the poor. Dona Ana. Correct order of October
di31, 1911 (Bui. 9660), so as to state the
"But in addition to the fact that the During the day all ot the foreign
at
called
in
Rome
name of office as Selen, instead of Selresident
overis
plomats
responsibility of producing
dom.
and
I
messages
feel
presented
the
for
Quirinal
woman,
any
big
whelmingly
67129.
Miami to Springer.
From
that whatever work I am to do can be of greeting in behalf of the soverso
service
November
16,
1911,
nations
represent.
in
change
and
in
and
they
done
eigns
way
better
leisurely

VETERAN ACTRESS

TEACHERS

ON HER WAY

BE

SHOWN

HOME

TIME

as to require carrier to travel tne new
road, decreasing 2 miles. (3 nov.
67230.
From
Montoya to
October 10. 1911, supply Lucile, formerly Orton, at site authorized August 22, 1911, increase 4 miles. (4 nov.
67323.
Orton to Harris. From October 10. 1911, supply Lucile, formerly Orton, at site authorized August 22,
1911 decreasing 4 miles. (4 nov.
67378. Rio Pueblo to Penaaco, 3
miles and back 6 t a w. From Octo
ber If., 1911, to June 30, 1914. Julio
Gonzal'8. Rio Pueblo. $180. (fi oot.
67379. Alamo, by Riddle and Por-tillto Santa Rosa. 38 ms. and back
twice a week. From October 23, 1911.
to Jane AO, 1914.
Revniundo Rael.
I
iBmo $600
(7 oct
pstmostArs are .nthnriri
h.
liver all letters arriving at their re
spective iiostoftices between Dece'n
her lfi. 1911. and January 1. 1912. in- whlcn are addrell8ed plalnly
c,UBfve
and unmistakably to "Santa Claus'
without any other terms or expressions Identifying the person for whom
such letters are intended, to responsible institutions or individuals in the
tov n or city of address who may de
sire to use them exclusively for phi',
anthropic purposes. In the event that
these letters are requested by moro
than one such institution or individual the postmaster shall
distribute
them in such proportion as he may
deem proper.
i

FRANK H. HITCHCOCK,

1

Postmaster General.

DOCTORS FAILED.
RESTORED BY PERUNA.

Catarrh of the Lungs
Threatened Her Life,

j
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Miss Ninette Porter, Braintree, Ver- mont, writes: "I have been cured by

Peruna
"I had several hemorrhages of the
lungs. The doctors did not help me
much and would never have cured me.
"I saw a testimonial in a Peruna
almanac of a case similar to mine, and
I commenced using it,
"I was not able to wait on myself
when I began using it. I gained very
slowly at first, but I could see that it
was helping me.
"After I had taken it a while I commenced to raise up a stringy, sticky
substanoe from my lungs. This grew
less and less in quantity as I continued
the treatment.
"I grew more fleshy than I had been
for a long time, and now I call myself
well."

.Trot

3031

COUGHING AT NIGHT
Means loss of sleep which is bad for
everyone. Foley s Honey ana t ar
Compound stops the cough at once,
relieves the tickling and dryness In

the throat and heals the inflamed membrane. Prevents a cold developing Into bronchitis or pneumonia. Keep always in the house. Refuse 3UbsU-tuteO. G. Schaefer and Red Cross

s.

Drug Co.
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THE MEYERS CO,
116

us w. silver ave..

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M

Brook DismtfJw

toftnsoN County,

11,

1911.
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NEW THROTTLE IS

KWTVttf

THE NEAL TREATMENT

FOUND TO BE

FOR

ALCOHOLISM

EFFECTIVE

HAS BECOME

KNOWN ALL OVER THE
WORLD

LOCOMOTIVE
APPARATUS
EX
CEEDED THE EXPECTATIONS
OF DESIGNER

The external throttle is a device
located outside of the boiler close to
the cylinders. It not only overcomes
the undesirable features of the old
form of throttle, but; through the
throttle befinjg icloser to the cylin
ders the control of the locomotive
bv the engineer is more delicate.
The test made in Colorado was witnessed by the inventor, Superintend
ent Buck. v. H. Haig, mechanical en
gineer of lie Santa Fe system with
headqiuii , i s at Topeka, also, was oti
the eiuitie In the trial trip.
The 1303 Is a Pacific type engine
equipped with the Buck external
s
throttle and the
superheater. The cylinders are 23x28
inches; the driving wheels 73 inches
in diameter and the locomotive oper
ates under a steam pressure of 210
pounds developing a tractive force
of 37,700 pounds.
The distance from La Junta to
Trinidad, is 81.5 miles. The 'ruling
grade over this territory is 59.7 feet
per mile or 1.1 per cent. This grade
is nearly constant over the entire ter
ritory, westbound, between these
points, there being very little down
grade or grade of smaller per cent
To arrange opportunity for various
observe the perform
stops better
ance of the taro'ue tne run witn
the eiwrlne was maat, on an extra
freight. It was a train of 76 tons
It traveled the distance of 81 miles
in actual
running time of three
hours and 57 minutes, an average
speed of 20.9 miles an hour.
The engineer in charge of the locomotive on this trip had run the same
engine in regular service with the
old throttle arrangement and he expressed himself freely as to the benefits derived from the improved de-

AS

The Only Cure
That will entirely neutralize and remove from the
system all
trace of alcoholic poison and render the drinker absolutely free
from appetite, craving or desire for alcoholic
beverages of any
kind whatsoever.
It is administered

To observe the performance of a locomotive equipped with the new
Buck external throttle, several representatives
deof the mechanical
partment of the Santa Fe rode engine
No. 1303 from La Junta to Trinidad,
Colo., the other day. On this trip it
was proved that the advantages of
the new throttle were up to the advance claims and expectations of the
designer, W. F. Buck, superintendent
of motive power of the Santa Fe

WITHOUT

HYPODERMIC INJECTIONS

Every patient is benefitted mentally, morally and financially. Every organ of the body is brought into a more healthy
condition. The man's health is decidedly improved.
The Neal Treatment has been officially
adopted by the
government of Australia and other state governments and
Sixty-On- e
Institutes are now in operation or opening in the
United States and foreign countries.
Literature and lull information will be
furnished upon application

The Original Neal

Cure

Three-Da- y

Call or Write

NEAL INSTITUTE
512 North Second Street

Phone 321

ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.

Buck-Jacob-

-

,

more
The locomotive
started
promptly because of the shorter distance to be traveled by the steam between the throttle and the cylinders. The response of the locomotive to the movement of the throttle
lever was more sensitive than with
the usual form of throttle. If the
driving wheels started to slip this
slipping could be stopped instantly
without the usual delay necessary for
long steam passages to be drained
of live steam. No difficulty was encountered from the accumulation of
water of condensation, that being
evident from the steam discharge
through the cylinder cocks as well as
by steam drawn through a special
drain pipe.
Later performances of the same
engine In passenger service have been
equally satisfactory and observation
of trips In passenger work has con- firmed the conclusion reached from
the freight run.
Mechanical officials all over the
country who have been watching the
tests of this external throttle will be
interested in the successful Colorado
trials. The fact that the external
throttle simplifies all of the old troubles with the regulation dome throttle, will be a valuable and useful Invention to the railroad world.
W. F. Buck has Invented and perdevices
fected several mechanical
during his services as superintendent
of motive power of the Santa Fe. Officials who are on intimate terms
with the superintendent
say that
there are many other devices from
the brain of the mechanical head,
that have not reached the experimental stage.
TO
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ORDER THROUGH

IN CANADA

Calgary Alta., Nov. 11. Canada's
disc land show opens in this city tonight, to continue through the coming week. The show takes place In
the Auditorium where attractive exof the
hibits from many sections
Canadian weBt have been installed.
In addition to the displays illustrating farm lands and products there
are many exhibits of city properly,
together with plans and models of
garhouses, designs for landscape
dening and numerous other exhibits
of interest to the home builder. A
large attendance of visitors from out
of town is expected during the week.
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JFMAN-MILLE- D

ressLOUR
the answer to

-

every Bakirvg Problem.

It's Firw-Whit- er
arvd More Urufornrv
Made by LARABEES

Famous

GERMAN

PROCESS.

A ROGERS SILVERWARE'
COUPON IN EVERY SACK.;

Gross, Kelly (L Co.
'

Distributors

Ask Your Grocer for It

National
fabric
Best Rubber Collars and Cuffs.
All

Styles.
ALTMORE
Sizes TO I8&IN.

RANSLEY
Sizes 12 to 18 In
Front2!4In
Back IK In

Front

Back

Distributors

I

In.
A In.

ROME

Boston, Nov. 11. A great crowd of
representative Catholics of New England assembled at the Cunard line
dock today to bid adieu to Archbishop O'Connell, who was among the
passengers sailing for Europe on the
The archbishop is going to
Canopic.
Rome to attend the special consistory the latter part of this month, at
which he and a number of other eminent churchmen will be made cardinals. Soon after his return to Boston
in December the ceremony of conferring the cardinal's beretta. will take
place In this city.

RETAIL PRICES
2fiO0 lbs. or Mora, Each Do I Ivory
1.000 I bo. to 2,000 Ibft, Each Delivery
200 Ibe. to 1,000 I be, Each Dollvory
M Ibo. to 200 Ibo, Each Dollvory

Loos Than 80 Ibo., Each Dollvory

20e per 10 lb
2Bo por 1M lbs
SOe

por

100

lb.

40c per 100 lbs
Me por 100 Ibo

AGUA PURAffCOMlPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

LAC

rouR
blooms would line
other
any of their . ways. Reasonable as
these commandnieete are, however,
C8TA8LI8HED 187
the man or met who lived up to them
PUBLISHED BV
in toto would attain the ideal of manhood. That is almost an Impossibility
OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
(iROOHFORATrpI
Still ideals are worth striving after,
if there w a general disposition
and
-EDITOR
ADGETT
on the part of men to do their best
to live up to these precepts which
have been framed by the Rev. Mr.
Millard, greater, much greater, would
di the Postotfice at hJus; be the joys of life for the women and
oirm New Mexico, for tranamis-o- i children. Nor would the men themmi. nun the United States Mails
selves fail to profit accordingly.
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SPECIAL TRAIN TO
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We

One Monih
One Year

$7.50

DAILY BY

RUN FROM NEW

MAIL
16.00

Year
Months

8.00

MEXICO

OPTIC AND STOCK

WEEKLY

GROWER

One i'ear

Mi

$2.00
1.00

Months

(Cash In Advance (or Mail
Subscriptions.)
Remit by draft, check or money
If sent otherwise we will not
arder
fee ""ionsible for loss.
copies free on application.
9T.-tme-
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AT
DISCONTINUED
OF TIME
PAID FOR.
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THE EXPIRATION

are guaranteed the
Advertisers
iruest daily and weekly circulation
f any newspaper in Northeastern
Tew Mexico.

SATURDAY,

II. IMl,

NOVKMHKR

CENSOKSHir
A correspondent representing two
American newspapers 1ms surrendered
bis passport. He could no longer witness the fearful atrocities committed
by Italian soldiers on Arabian women
and children In the Tripoli war. It is
said that German and English
have taken the same action, says the Joplin Globe.
It seems incredible that soldiers of
an enlightened country, crusading to
the theme of "the white man's burden," should have practiced such savagery as is intimated in the latest
i orrespondence.
It is a fact, never-I'less- ,
that an unusually rigorous
nsorship has been maintained about
,.irs in Tripoli. The Inference has
en that Italian arms were not meet- that was exVg with the k access
ted. If back of that silence the
or civlliifi wartare have been
ed and barbarian cruelties
it may be believed
In Vcted,
been
have
ional protest will be
that an intern
ossion of war news
filed against supi
in the futura
corre-sopnden-

.
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(Continued from Page One)
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NORMAL TACKLES

For the Hostess

Mile

ALBUQUERQUE

HIGHS
Choosing Partners.
To choose partners for a card party
or a cotillion have small cakes baked
in what are called "patty" cake tins
and Ice with pink for the unmarried
girls, with yellow for the men in the
same state of single blessedness;
with white for the married women and
green' for the married men. In these
cakes put such tiny favors as thimbles, duplicate mottoes, hooks and
eyes, keys, rings, etc. Then the man
who gets a key finds the person having a ring and they are mated, the girl
with a hook finds the man with an
eye, etc. This Is great fun and Is
adaptable to iny game where a choice
of partners Is necessary.
Another Drettv way to find one's
mate is to provide a Japanese cap
and mask of paper for each one. Divide the company until all are dis- gulsed, giving each a sheet or covering of some kind, then as two persons

The subjects to be considernext.
ed are important; irrigation, drainconserva- recognize each other they remove the
age, forestry, legislation,
tion. Thesefl combine with the at- masks.
tractiveness of Chicago to assure the
A Good Musical Contest.
strongest program and largest atseems to be no end to musiThere
a
tendance that has ever marked
cal games. Perhaps our young readkind.
of
this
meeting
ers do not remember this one as it
In Chicago at this time will be the was
On
printed many years ago.
annual land show, the International cards write the following questions:
Live Stock exposition, grand opera,
Wherf Is the earth?
2. An old man's friend?
and the holiday attractions.
$. What do the weary need?
New Mexico will have no repre4. A useful article to a cook?
5. Pound plentifully tn most rivers?
sentation in the land show this year.
8. Part of a fish?
It is therefore even more important
7. An Important part of a letter?
that we make a strong showing at 8. What title Is coveted by military
men?
the irrigation congress.
9. What
do all
public speakers do
meets
time
sometime?
congress
the
the
Hy
10. Not served In barrooma?
the president's proclamation finally
11. The most popular style of music with
the
Union,
into
state
this
debutantes?
admitting
12. What
locks the stable when the
probably will have been issued. We horse Is gone?
clamatlon
13.
that
want to celebrate
The one who guesses the most anpi
swers?
about
know
the
country
by letting
ANSWERS.
8. Major.
the resources of New Mexico. We 1. In space,
9. Repeat.
can do It in no more effective way 3. Staff.
10.
Minors.
Rest.
11. Hymns.
than by strong representation at thf 4. Measure.
12. Key.
6. Bars.
National Irrigation congress.
13. Beats.
6. Scale.
are
Mexico
7.
New
going
people
Many
Signature.
to the congress and to Chicago at
A Knickerbocker Party.
this time. Very low rates have been
A mother who was about to put her
made by the railroads. It will be a

t

younger child. He says he wishes to
catch a menagerie to go with a circus,
and then the children scatter over the
house and grounds, making the noise
of the animal they are suposed to
represent. All the animals must be
caught, and If they are especially
wary the hunter may employ those already caught to help get the others.
When all are caged (placed In a
corner designated) he forms them
In line, two by two, and they march
around to the owner of the circus,
who removes the animals
This Is a lively game, keenly
by all children. For favors have
little clowns and serve pink lemonade,
Ice cream in shape of animals and
animal cookies; Of course have the
snapping motto caps which all children love.
A Novel Shower.

girl who was to marry and go
to Maine to live was the recipient of
She
this pretty and novel shower.
was invited to luncheon at the home
of her best girl friend and found a
most exquisite table ornamented by
a circle of small pine trees, each in
a white Jardiniere. Alternating with
the trees were glass candlesticks holding green candles capped by white
shades. Inside this circle was a huge
wedding cake, on top of which were
a miniature bride and bridegroom.
AH went merry as
the proverbial
marriage bell, tongues flew and the
bride-to-b- e
home.
told of her new
When the Ices were served the honored guest was asked to cut the cake
and behold, her knife went right
through Into white tissue paper and
she found a shower of dainty and useful articles concealed within the fake
cake, which in reality was a cheese
box topped with tissue paper and thin
card board, which had been cleverly
iced over.
A

MADAME

t

small son into his first trousers convery inexpensive and a very enjoy- ceived the clever idea of holding a
able trip.
day.
party in his honor on the eventful
It is proiosed that as a celebration On her card she wrote:
2
of our final admission to the Union, meet our little man font at three on
a special train carrying New Mexico Saturday, Septemb'..- 10."
for
the amusement
first
is
The
g"
Mex
New
run
from
people only, be
of the cVidren and is called "menagico pointB and return, to be known as
Is
erie."
A picture of an animal
the New State Train.
pinned on the coat or dress of each
To make this train possible at least as they pass in line.
The leader
If should be a
100 passengers will be -- quired.
boy, who will
a
ic is to be run we
muy ,,,ow it with- be able to manage better than
in a
very flaWMHtff in order that
adequate preparations may be mad'.
The train w',11 be one of the biggest
adverfifments Nw Mexico has ever
had fir could have. It will be heard
fr?m all over the United States. The
expense of passage in the special
train will bo less than for the single
passenger.
If you intend to attend the Irrigation congress this year, will you notify us by return mail? Also will
you kindly tell us whether or not you
will be one of the 100 to make up
the New State Special?
is very
The time for preparation
short and we will therefore appre
ciate it greatly if we may have a re
ply by an early mail.
Yours very truly,
NEW MEXICO BUREAU OF IMMI
d

Much pink
is seen.

linen

In

MERRl.

coarse weave

Uncurled feathers of every description appear on hats.
Wool embroidery is used in either
long stitches of in simply crocheted
flowers on velvet girdles or on summer fabrics.
Broderie anglaise or English eyelet
embroidery has returned to fashion
after a Bhort rest and ir
greater
favorite than ever.

Simple Dresses

mm 1

The football team of the Albuquerque Highs, accompanied by Professor
John Milne, superintendent of the
schools of the Duke City, arrived last
night on train No. 2. The boys from
ernalillo county are a husky looking bunch and the prospects for a
hotly contested game for this afternoon looked good. Though the Duke
City boys did not prophesy victory
they counted on giving the Normal
ites a run for their money. The Albuquerque high school boys have been
practicing with the state university,
but aside from that have only played
one game, which they won. On the
other hand the Normal team has hud
no one to buck up against, but in the
the "HaBbeens" it
game with
showed up in fine style. Unless the
wind interfered the game was expected to be a fast one.
The Normal team heJd Its last
A.
afternoon.
practice yesterday
number of football warriors of old
were on hand to help out, when necessary and if that enthusiastic corps
had their way the
tofjl Instructors
team was sure to have walked away
from its opponents. Interest in the
game was keen and the prospects for
a large crowd of rooters for the Las
Vegas boys were good. The Normal
team lined up today as in the practice of yesterday afternoon. It was
so arranged that Tipton, of the Normal and Alton of the Albuquerque
team acted as referee and umpire.
The line up of the two teams was
as
follows:
Albuquerque High
Shuffeburger L E.; Frank L. T.; Lee
L. G.; Camp C; Zearing R. G.; Warning R. T.; Espinosa R. E.; La Praik
Q B.; Gimner L. H.; Hesseldon R.
H.; Balcomb F. B. and captain. Bar
ton and Schullter were on the lines
as subs.
Normal: Tom Bentley L. E.; Sol
Gallegoe R. E.; Patricio Esquihel L.
T.; O. A. Larrazolo, Jr., R. T.; San
chez L. G.; E. Sena R. G.; McCul- lough, C; D. Hoskins, Q. B.; Ted
Hay ward F. B.; C. Koogler L. H;
Carl Ellis R .H.
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a protection and guarantee

against alum which is found in
the low priced baking powders.
To be on the safe side when buying
buying powder, examine the label and
take only a brand shown to be made
from Cream of Tartar.

"Diamond M"
"Old Homestead"
"Boss Patent
The Leading Brands

of High Patent Flour

Handled Exclusively in Las Vegas
by

Charles Ilfeld Company
New Mexico's
Largest Wholesalers

Everyone recognizes the Superiority of these
brands Even our Competitors
$100 Reward, $100.
for any case that it fails to cure. Send
The readers of this paper will be for list of testimonials.
at
is
there
to
learn that
pleased
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toleast one dreaded disease that sci- ledo, O.
cure
to
in
ence has been able
all its
Sold by all Druggists. 75c.
stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall's
Take Hall's Family Pills for conCatarrh Cure is the only positive cure stipation.
now known to the medical fraternity.

Catarrh

being a constitutional

dis-

ease, requires a constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken
internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease, and giving the patient strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing
Us work.
The proprietors have so
much faith in its curative powers
that they offer One Hundred Dollars

"I am pleased to recommend Chamberlain's Cough Remedy as the best
thng I know of and safest remedy for
coughs, colds and bronchial trouble,"
writes Mrs. L. B. Arnold of Denver,
Colo. "We have used it repeatedly
and it has never failed to give relief."
For sale by all druggists.
Subscribe for The Optic.
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Remarkable Price Concessions
offered

at

BACHARACH'S
Saturday Night 7 to 9 and

AH

Day Monday

10 yards

Ladies Shirt Waist

15 per cent off

Amoskeag Out- -

Specials

Entire stock of

ing Flannel

Dress Goods

98c

a

hand-me-dow- n

weH

if

costume at the left has the
made of broderie Anglaise, cut Magyar, and with a
wide right front that is taken over
to the left and slopes to basque,
which has rounded corners; tucked
lawn forms the yoke and
The skirt has the upper part made in
zephyr with a band of broderie Anglaise at the foot. A ribbon to match
zephyr is taken round the waist.
Materials required: Three yards
broderie 27 inches wide, three yards
zephyr 28 Inches wide.
For the second there are any number of pretty striped cottons that
might be used; in the panel front
and back the stripes run perpendicularly, and the sides extending to meet
panels at lower part, but are separated
trem them by a narrow piece In which

THE

under-sleeve-

s.

worth

of

a"

yur

Boys' Suits

inSpedin- -

Best Grade
Wl

20 per cent off

fine lot of sightly
soiled white
waists

10 yards
Galatea Cloth
V

!

CREAM

!

For pains in the side or chest
dampen r piece of flannel with Chamberlain's Liniment and bind It on over
the seat of pain. There is nothing
better. For sale by all drugists.

:
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GOOD SIZED CROWD WITNESSED
OPENING FOOTBALL GAME
OF THE SEASON

For coughing, dryness and tickling
in the throat, hoarseness and all
coughs and colds, take Foley's Honey
O. G. Schaefer
and Tar Compound.
and Red Cross Drug Co.

y

Attention men! A new set of commandments have been promulgated
for fathers and husbands. They are
put out by the Rev. William B. Millard, paste- of the Morgan Park ConAnd
gregational church at Chicago.
they are worthy of careful consideration. Here they are:
1. Thou Shalt have no woman except thy wife.
2. Thou shalt not neglect thy home
for lodge, or club, or fraternity, or
saloon, or any male meeting place of
any kind whatsoever.
GRATION,
3. Thou shalt not be a gallant in
H. B. Hening, Secretary.
By
and
In
a
business,
diplomat
society,
an autocrat at home.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
4.
Thou shalt not compel thy wife
Now York, Nov. 11. A reactionary
to ask for every needed penny; neith-t-- i
was apparent in the early
like
same
the
out
tendency
shalt thou dole
trading on the stock exchange today
sour faced charity.
6. Thou shalt not allow thy wife Heavy selling of the specualtive lead
to become a household drudge, en- ers depressed them rapidly and Uni
slaved by cook stove, broom and ted States Steel, Amalgamated Cop
per, Union Pacific and Reading fell
babies.
6. Thou shalt not smoke 10 cent back a point. Lehigh Valley lost 1
cigars and wear silk socks while thy The Hill stocks and St. Paul were alwife wears last year's hat and thy most the only ones of the standard
sons wear
pants.
issues to hold firm.
7. Thou shalt not quaff the flowing
After the first rush to sell the
bowl, sit in a poker game, or play the mfirket became nervous and fitiEul
races, on pain of thy son's damnation. but soon rose vigorously under the
8. Thou shalt not neglect needful leadership of the coalers.
Reading
1
discipline, lest thy sons and thy and Lehigh Valley rebounded
daughters stray into crooked paths; from the lowest, touching,, 154 and
neither shalt thou be a harsh and 179
respectively. Complete recovhard handed tyrant, lest thy children eries were made by United States
despise thee and thy teachings.
Steel and the copper stocks and the
9.
Thou shalt not neglect the edu market
generally showed an undercation of thy children in order that current of
strength. Towards 11 o'they, with immature strength and un clock profit taking sales on a large
prepared minds, may help thee bear scale were again in evidence and
the burden of support.
Union Pacific was
under decided
10. Thou shalt not farm out the reInternational
Harvester
pressure.
ligious training of thy children to any declined l1,.
minister, Sunday school teacher, relig
The close was heavy. Observers
ious zealot of any kind, or even to
declared the market acted well in
their mother. Thou thyself shalt in the face of the enoromus
profit takstruct them in righteousness and
sales invited by the sustained
ing
in
the
which
lead
them
shalt
path
rise in prices. There was evidence
groweth brighter and brighter unto of
manipulation, but the breadth and
the perfect day..
of tradftg testified to a markscope
Not one of these commandments
ed revival of 'public Interest.
to
can be declared
be unreasonable bv
any decent man. And surely if all
men lived up to them the wives, the
ST. LOUIS SPELTER
mothers and the children would live
St Louis, Nov. 11. Lead firm 4.1i
in a land, veritably flowing with milk
1.1:14; Spelter strong, 6.30.

4
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$.140

stripes run horizontally; buttons form
trimming on lower part of sides.
The siues and sleeves of the bodice
are cut together, the front and back
being panels to match skirt; tho horizontal stripes are carried up between
panels and side.
The yoke Is of tucked spotted net;
lace falls over shoulder like a collar.
The sleeves are trimmed with bands
s
of horizontal stripes, the
being of lace.
Hat of black and white crinoline,
trimmed with ostrich feathers.
The ribbon waist-banis passed
through rings each side, both back and
front.
Materials required; Six yards 40
Inches wide, 32 buttons,
yard net 18 inches wide, one yard
piece lace 18 Inches wide.

One Lot of

-

Sizes 34 to 44

10 yards

silks

Percale

$1.2S and $1.50 grade

93c

31 inch

$1.75 and $2.00 grade

$1.32

69c

$3:00 and $3.30 grade

$2.19

All Novelties

at
1--

4

of f

under-sleeve-

d

five-eight-

THE
See Our

STORE

OF QUALITY'
:

pposite
Gastaneda

Line of
Silk Dresses

E. Las Vegas

.

n.m:

Hotel
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NEW

Prescriptionlst

in.

11,

w

r

Tfie

NOVEMBER

1 JmTI
OCTD

YORK TOPICC8.

Some members of the gentle sex
so gentle and
lamblike as one might expect them to
The man who does the
he. It is true, history contains many
weighing, the measuring
records Bhowing that tigers are comthe man who knows how
and why the man on
paratively gentle and harmless crea
whom everything depends.
compared with infuriated wo
Our responsibility is never
men, yet flagrant examples of the
lost sight of for a moment
lack of gentleness In women of the
The Chrysanthemum
in prescription filling.
present day, especially among those
Every
Gee
whiz.
not
prescription
in
suffraour
the
actively engaged
leaving
store is faultless from any
gette business, are always more or What an autumn wonder the chrys
anthemum is!
less of a shock. There were two such
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
examples within a few days. A con- What a bunch of color;
and sure if we fill your
stable visited a saloon in Yonkers the W hat a frazzled wad
other day to confiscate .he license, Of plant-lirprescription.
prisms
when he was attacked by the woman Fresh from the sod
who runs the place and nine other
comes to the world
.nr. ana Airs. Oscar
Linberg en
women. The women beat, kicked and
And flashes and flaunts
tertained
the Endeavor society of the
WINTERS DRUG CO.
bit the constable and tore every stitch Its gaudy gorgeousness
First Christian church Thursday
of clotUing off his body. When the In mankind's haunts.
evening. The Linberg home was tast
Phone Muin
police arrived it was found necessary It crowds out the roses in its pride. By decorated In the colors of the so
to use a barrel to convey the con And the lilies,
dodging it,
viet, yenow ana purple. After the
stable through the streets. It is reami hide;
regular business meeting music and
ported that the woman who keeps The elegant orchids turn and flee.
gi'mes were the order of the evening.
the saloon alone bit the man sixteen And the modest violet
Delicious refreshments concluded a
times and his body was literally cov Climbs a tree.
most enjoyable meeting. About 30
ered with cuts and bruises. The same Oh, say,
members of the society were pres
woman, some time taeo. attacked
The entire array
ent.
man who came to collect a bill and Of
other flowers go into a trance
Dr. J. M. Cunningham left this af-- broke nearly every one of his ribs. Foe When
the blooming chrysanthemum
The Aid Society of the Christian
ternoon on
business trip to Sprin- - weeks his life was despaired of.
church was entertained Thursday by
1'egins to rance
ger.
Mrs. S. E. Mills at her home on
Pp and down
The great reform wave which has Around
John C. Hodman, of El Paso, ar
the town.
Eleventh street at the regular monthrived last night on a business trip to swept over this state during recent A
botanical burst of glory,
ly social and business meeting.
A
years and has led to a war against all It has the
Ias Vegas.
floral
number
call.
of
large
members
of
conthe
Leo Regensberg left this morning forms of gambling1 in public is re- And
with a tyrant's might it puts
gregation and their friends enjoyed
for a short visit with his brother at sponsible for the decline of horse rac- The
on them all.
Mrs. Mills' hospitality for the
wallop
ing in New York. According to ad- W
Guadalipita.
ith only size and color
now
Mrs. Frank H. H. Roberts returned vertisements
appearing in the And
lacking fragrant breath,
this afternoon from an extended visit daily papers, the old Sheepshead Bay It bucks
The Fraternal Order of Eagles held
against all comers
scene
of many an exciting
track, the
in Perrysville, Ind.
And has them skinned to death.
its regular weekly business meeting
and
on
famous
horse
is
mar
the
M. Had arrived
race,
yesterday from his
it makes no move all summer,
Thursday evening at its hall on Faun-- '
which
home In North Dakota and win spend ket for sale. The property,
tain Square. A number of hrnthprs
in the spring,
started
Though
430
an
has
assessed
acres,
comprises
the winter in Las Vegjas.
low
And,
were
till
autumn.
lying
present and the meeting was an
J. Robinson, of Robinson & Gallu-be- r value of $2,750,000, but it is said that
It knocks out everything.
enthusiastic
one.
can
the
land
be
for
consider
bought
of New York, dealers in laces, is
ably less than that figure. From pres- Wow,
in Las Vegas on business.
Ain't it the goods now?
A. A. Jones, chairman of the dem ent indications the property will h3
The Altar Guild of St. Paul's Memorial Episcopal church will hold its
ocratic state central committee, re offered for sale for residential pur And, say,
poses. The land extends along Ocean If there's anything gay
turned last night from Santa Fe.
regular meeting at the home of Miss
avenue
from Neck Road to Voorhees That's bum,
James H. Wroth, a priminent physiMary Clark on Thursday afternoon,
It ain't the chrysanthemum.
November 16.
cian of the Duke City, arrived last avenue, thence to Cedar Woods, and
See?
waterfront at Sheepshead Bay.
night from Albuquequre on business. the
W. J. Lampton, in New York
Times
W. P. Matchette, transportation inThe Knights of Columbus
met
on
final
The
the
public hearing
spector on the Santa Fe for this diin
O.
Thursday
C.
R.
the
evening
for 1912 was held the other day
vision, came in last night on business.
hall. The Knights are nlanninir sum.'
in
of
the
council
chamber
the
the
course
During
of the past week
city
Miss Rena Rorheim, of Philadelwas over, the senior department of the Y. M. social good times for the near future.
phia, stopped over yesterday after hall, and, after the hearing
noon on her way west, to see Mrs. it was estimated by the officials that C. A. has completed its organization,
The Ladies' Aid society of the Me
the final ftgjures of the budget will be and plans for the winter's work have
Heney Goldstein.
This is quite been made.
Harry Lorenzen was thodist church met Wednesday af
Mrs. Clifford McClanahan left this close to $189,000,000.
ternoon with Mirs. A. J. Wertz at her
afternoon for Toledo, 111., where she a large sum even for running so large elected president, Morton L. Howel!
home, 926 Eighth street.
a city as New York. Police Commis
was elected vice president,
Donald
the
called
of
her
illness,
by
.;is
1.0QO addi- - Schoeny
for
Waldo's
sioner
request
and
Julllia
Krause
secretary,
mother, Mrs. J. W. Miller.
next year was treasurer. The regular claSs work I?
The Ladles' Guild
of St. Paul's
Herman 0. Ilfeld
last tfonal policemen for
returned
struck from the budget with the con now going on in full sway and the Memorial
Episcopal church met
night from a business trip to Albusent and approval of the mayor.
seniors plan to have one of the crack Tuesday with Mrs. Harriet Van Pet- querque, and other
points in the
basketball teams of the city.
ten at her home on Seventh street.
soul hern part of the state.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
R. Kearney, accompanied bj
A.
Chicago, Nov. 11. With the northMrs.
Mr. and
Murray Clarleton, western blizzard
sweeping as faT
drove in yesterday afternoon from south as
after having frozen
Omaha,
Watrous in Mr. Kearney's Chalmer 40,000,000 bushels of wheat in Cantouring car.
ada, the market for thev cereal today
A. M. Horn, the contractor on the
took a sudden upward turn. The
Klks' club house, returned last night
opening was the same as last night
from his home in Tucumcarl, where to
lower. December started at
he went Sunday to be on hand at the 93 to 94 and then jumped to 95.
polls Tuesday. Mr. Horn stopped The close was comparatively steady
over in Raton on his return to Las
a net loss of 1
with December 93
Vegas on business.
cent.
John English is expected in from
Corn was only in moderate request
Trinidad tonight. Mr. English pilotand seemed to have no independent
to
Raymond-Whitcomparty
ed the
to
action. December opened
Lag Vegas 1; si week but on account
off at 63 to 63V8 and then rose to 63
of the heavy roads returned home
Closing figures were steady at 62
by train. He expects to leave tomorfor December, a net decline of
row in his Fal car for Roswell.
Miss Daisy M. Paine, who for the
Several of the larger local specula
past five years has been principal of tors actively bought oats. December
the grades at the Castle high school, started
up at 47
unchanged to
has resigned her position in Das Veto 47.
47
climbed
and
to
gas and left last night for National
There was little support for proCitl, Cal., where she will take up
Initial sales were 5 to 10
visions.
teaching under Professor B. S. Gowen, cents down with
May deliveries
formerly president of the Normal
to
for
$16.70
$9.509.52
pork;
Miss Paine has been teachto $8.60
and $8.57
for
lard
$9.55
of
one
was
and
ing the eighth grade
On Saturday night, December 16, 1911, we are going to give abthe most popular teachers in the pub- for ribs.
folas
were
The
quotations
free to some little girl under fourteen years of age, a little
closing
will
be
solutely
She
lic schools of Las Vegas.
"Buck's" Junior Range. A real, sure enough Range just like
missed not nly by the school off- lows:
"Buck's" Splendid big Range only small enougji for little girls.
Wheat, Dec. 93; May 99.
icials but
?r many friends.
Dec.
May 64.
We've a puzzle for you to- solve .it's waiting here at our store for
Corn,
of
la.,
Willla- Cincinnati,
organ
Dec.
So come now every little girl under fourteen years of age, and
May
you
49.
Oats,
several
47;
days
has been lu Las Vegas
$16.25.
was
Pork,
get
mesa.
puzzle. Some little girl in this community will be the lucky
your
January
He
on
the
his
land
visiting
little Miss. Why not let that little Miss be you?
lard, January $9.32.
accompanied on his trip to New Mexwe want all the girls to try.
Ribs, January $8.40.
ico by Mr.. Funk, of Gossell, Kan., Mr.
Geiger of Deerfield, Kans., and Mr.
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
Nolan, of Wellington, Kans. all land
Nov. 11. Cattle, receipts
Chicago,
the
owners and farmers interested in
300.
Market
dull, steady. Beeves
on
the
used
methods
dry farming)
steers $4.00
Texas
$8.95 tor a $12 large polished Rocker with No. 1 leather
mesa.
E. K. Johnson, the landman, $4.659.10;
steers $4.357.35;
showed them over the mesa and all 5.85; western
spring seat
$19.50 for a $25 solid Oak Bed Davenport, covered with
were favorably impressed and enthu- Btockers and feeders ?3.0O5.80;
best leather, has wardrobe under seat.
siastic over the future of the new ows and heifers $2.006.00; calves
$5.508.50.
35c a yard for Hodge's 50c Fiber Matting, reversible, yard
state as an agricultural section.
wide in fast colors.
Hogs, receipts 12,000. Market slow
55c square yard for 75c grade heavy printed Linoleum.
Lights $5.706.42; mixed $5.95
rough
95c square yard for $1.25 grade heavy inlaid Linoleum.
6.52; heavy $5.906.55;
90;6.15; good to choice heavy
Every item above is real snap.
$6.156.55; pigs $3.755.35; bulk
of sales $6.206.45.
Sheep, receipts 1,500. Market steawestern
Need the very best food obtaindy. Native $2?.503.80;
$2.653.80; yearlings $3.904.40;
able
lambs, native $3.755.80; western
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AT SCHAEFER'S DRUG

STORb

and get a box of

NEVIN'S PURITY CANDY

It Is the duty of every expectant
mother to

prepare her system for the
coming of her little one; to avoid as
far as possible the suffering of
such
occasions, and .
iu- pahs
through the crisis with her health
"uu firengm unimpaired.
This she
may do throu-- h the use of Mother's
renwHu
a
tin
-friend,
aa iuccn bO
i
lOnir in
USe. and armnnll.U
much good, that it is in no sense an
. but a nnngnt;n
experiment,
t.:t.
11 u
W 11
always produces the best results. It
is lor exernal application and so penetrating in its nature as to thoroughly
lubricate evervmii;M
j
don involved during the
period before
baby comes. It aids nature by

,...

m

CHAMPLEVE ENAMEL

v

BROOCHES AND BELT PINS

..

VERY ARTISTIC

n?

the skin

.
tenderness and soreness, and
prepares the system for natural and
safe motherhood.
Mother's
has been used and enrWwi k- -rPrirf
n,
sands of mothers, and Us use will
prove a comfort and a benefit to nnw
"cu oi sucn a remedv
uxwui o x i lcnu
is sold at drug
stores. Write for
free book for
expectant moth
ers, which con
tains much valuable information.
tv.t-f.fi.-

at

ROBERT

J. TAUPERT

JEWELER

OPTICIAN

FRIEND:

BKADFIELD

REGULATOR

NEW
New
closed

dling
$9.7'

Tor,

Atlanta, Co.

VORK COTTON
Nov. 11. Cotton

T

CHAS. LEWIS

spot

5

points higher. Mid- inds $9.50;
middling gulf
Sales 613 bales.

(in::--

a

CO.,

TAILOR FOR MEN
Everything Made at Home.

ELECTRICAL

Stylish and

Up-to-da-

te

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing

CON-

TRACTORS LOOK

603 LINCOLN

WILL D0LL BUILDING

L

Wire
Loom
Porcelain
and Switches, md all other
wiring material for sale at
prices, for cash.
Write
P. G. GOUGH,
276 So, Main St.
Los Angeles,
Cal.

I

bed-roc- k

04

i

Use a 2c stamp and see how much
money you can save on your purchase.

AtI mflfAaiaf mam

J

mtrlotly Codo Standard.

Another New Lot of

Ladies' Misses' and
Children's Coats

J

M.

Want

mm

Sbme habits one should
all 6d habits

They comprise of
the

best values
have ever
been shown in Las
Vegas.

8- -'

Jpjp

Wat Adjp,
Kood
can
The

habilnyjfie

thfi

have.

Anyone who will read each day The
Want Ad. page with a purpose to selectOptic
the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead." will surely
get quick
success.

Have Arrived

m

.break and

tit

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when

that

they want it.

Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.

Come in and Look at Them
Whether You Buy or Not

PDone D)ain 2

Hoffman &

.

A "Buck's'

Graubarth
EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

Phone Main 104

Junior Range Free!

Surplus

Capital Paid in

$50,000.00

$100,000.00

63;

Big Specials for Monday and Tuesday

Growing

Children

Only

rt

Rosenthal
Opposite

Z5?e

There's none better than

Q rape-Nu- ts
There's a Reason"

Y

$3.755.70.
ST.
St. Louis,

LOUIS WOOL
Nov. 11. Wool

territory and western
ig!20; fine mediums
15.

16

fine

11

D. T. H0SKIN3.

Cannier

LAS VEOAS

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OUR. R.EPOR.T
has been a very "satisfactory one. The people of this
community have been saving considerable money
within the last six months.

THIS SHOWS PROSPERITY
Are you prosperous, and are you one of those who
put their money in a savings bank? The savings
bank protects your money and gives you a profit.
What greater benefit could be had.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

steady:

mediums

1618;

M. C. A.

J. M. CUNNINGHAM, President
PRANK SPRINGER, Vice President

Don't Fail to Read The OPTIC
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RESTAURANT

CAFE

To-wi- t:

DIRECTORY

COLUMN
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Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
LOBBY
Notice is hereby given to whom It THE
AND
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de- ma) concern that the following deHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
scribed estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up by
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
A. D. Allen, Cubero, N. M.
J. R. Hartley, La Plata, N. M.
One red steer, 3 years old.
One sorrel
pony mare,
Branded
about 5 years old.
On right ribs
Branded
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
(9)
On right hip
Ear marks
Branded
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A B. P. O. ELKS Meets second ano
Said animal being unknown to this
fourth Tuesday evening of eaci (m)
A. M. Regular
comBoard, unless claimed by owner on or
month at O. K. C. hall.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or before Nov. 17, 1911, said date
munication first and
Visiting
being 10
before Nov. 30 1911, said date being 13 days after last appearance of this adbrothers are cordially invited. Geo
third Thursday In each
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. M
days after last appearance oi tais ad- vertisement, said estray will be sold
month. Visiting brothCondon, Secretary.
ers cordially invited.
vertisement, said estray will be sold by this Board for the benefit of the
by this Board for the benefit of the owner when found.
William H. Stapp, W. M.: Chas. H.
ewner when found.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIt
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Sporleder, Secretary.
NO. 804.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Meets second and fount
M
Albuquerque, N.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Pioneei
1st pub. Oct. 27, last pub. Nov. 7, 1911. LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
1st. pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov. 20, '11.
building. Visiting members are cor
,y KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K.,
dially
Tues-wBaular
conclave
second
Estray Advertisement
E. P. Mackel, P. S.
Main
each
month
at
day
Notice is hereby given to whom it
C. D.
Estray Advertisement
may concern that the following de sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
it
Notice is hereby given to whom
Chas.
S.
Tamrne,
C;
scribed estray animal was taken up by Boucher,
Meet in the forest of brother!
may concern that the following de- J C.
Shelton, Pedernal, N. M.
love at the Fratetrnal Brotherhood
scribed estray animal was taken up by
One bay mare, blaze face,
hall, on the second and fourth Fri
Casimiro Sals, Duranes, N. M.
NO
CHAPTER
3,
VEGAS
LAS
S years old.
One yellow mare, 12 years
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
MASONS
ARCH
ROYAL
Regular
Branded
WSM
500 lbs., 10 hands.
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visit
convocation
first
Monday
On left hip
Branded
ing neighbors are especially wei
MaIn each month at
Said animal being unknown to this
come and cordially invited.
On left hip
7:30
at
sonic
p.
Temple,
L'oard, unless claimed by owner on or
Said animal being unknown to this
m.
H.
J. A. Rutledge,
before Nov. 30 1911, said date being 10
DKNTISTS.
hoard, unless claimed by owner on or
P; Chas. H. Sporleder,
last appearance of this adafter
days
before Nov. 30 1911, said date being 10
secretary.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
DR. E. L, HAMMOND
days after last appearance of this ad- by this Board for the benefit of the
Dentist
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
vertisement, said estray will be sold t wner when found.
S. Meets first and third Fridays in Suit 4, Crockett Building. Has phone
by this Board for the benefit of the
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
owner when found.
at office and residence.
Masonic Temple. Mrs. Agnes M.
Albuquerque, N. M
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Tripp, Worthy Matron; Tomas B.
1st. pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov. 20, '11.
Albuquerque, N. II,
Bowen, Worthy Patron; Mrs. MinerATTORNEYS
Ht. pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov. 20, '11.
va A. Howell,
Secretary. Phone
Estray Advertisement
Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
HUNKER & HUNKER
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Geo. H. Hunker
Chester A. Hunkei
de
the
concern
that
may
it
following
Advertlsem
Estray
EL
DORADO
LODGE
NO.
1,
was
animal
taken
Attorneys at Law.
up by
Notice is hereby given iO whom it scribed estray
KNIGHTS
OF
PYTHIAS
Meets Las Vegas,
New Mexico
M
N.
C.
J.
concern
Shelton,
Pedernal,
de
that the following
may
every Monday eveOne bay mare, blaze face,
scribed estray animal was taken up by
ning in Castle Hall.
Wesner Bros., East Las Vegas, N. M. 10 years old.
MASSAGE
Visiting Knights are
Branded
One brown horse, 5 years
invited.
cordially
On left hip
old, 850 lbs., 15 hands.
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER,
Chas. E. Liebsca-nle2
Branded
Also
unbranded suckling colts.
Masseuse and Midwife.
Cha n c e o r
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
5291
Phone, purple
Commander. Harry Residenc
Branded
918 Lincoln
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Martin, Keeper of
On left hip
before Nov. 30 1911, said date being 10
Manicuring and Chiropdy.
Records and Seal.
Said animal being unknown to this days after last appearance of this ad
Board, unless claimed by owner on or vertisement, said estray will be sold
NO.
LUUL libit iiAiaU
before Nov. 30 J 911, said date being 10 by this Board for the benefit of the RATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
102
Meets every Monday night at
days after last appearance of this ad- 'wner when found.
their hall in the Schmidt building,
vertisement, said estray will be soM
WEST BOUND
Cattle sanitary board,
west of Fountain Square, at eight
by this Board for the benefit of the
Albuquerque, N. M.
Arrlva
owner when found.
o'clock. Visiting members are cor- No. 1
1st. pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov. 20, '11.
1:50 P. M
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD;,
dially welcome. E. E. Gehring, presi- No. 3
A. it.
6:15
dent; Mrs1. Emma D. Burks, Secre- No- - 7
Albuquerqijs, N. M.
Estray Advertisement
P. M.
6:16
1 st.
pub. Nov. 9, last pur,. Nov. 20, '11
tary; C. Baily, Treasurer.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
No.
8:36 P. M
may concern that the following deDepart
scribed estray animal was taken up by J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545, No. 1
2:10 P. M
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every first No. I
Pedro O. Sanchez, Ocate, N. M.
:J0 A. M
csiray Advertisement
the month in the vestry No. 7
of
5 or 6 years
Tuesday
One
18
cow,
P. M.
6:40
it
whom
to
Node
hereby given
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8 No.
500 lbs.
7:00 P. M
may coiip tnat tne following de
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
Branded
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Isaac Appel,
oordlr.lly invited
On
left
ribs
EAST BOUND
Ralph Goodrich, East Las Vegas, N.
Charles Greenclay,
President;
Branded
Arrlva
M.
On left hip
:10 P. M
No. I
One dark bay male, V2
P. M
11:10
4
No.
14
hands.
years old, 1,000 lbs.,
RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men No. 8
Ear mark
1:16 A M
Branded
Meet in Fraternal Brotherhood
1:46 P. V..
On left hip
Ga Said animal being unknown to this hall. . Adler, Sachem; David No. 10
Depart
Branded
iioard, unless claimed by owner oa or
Flint, chief of records and collector No Z
0:16 P. M.
On left jaw
before Nov. 30 1911, said date being 10
brother
of
wampum.
P. M
11:10
Visiting
No.
4
to
this
Said animal being unknown
welcome.
days after last appearance of this adA. M
No. 8
1:15
on
or
owner
claimed
unless
Hoard,
by
vertisement, said estray will be sold
:10 P. M
No. 10
before Nov. 30 1911, said date being 10
by this Board for the benefit of the I.
adNO.
LAS
VEGAS
LODGE
O.
O.
this
of
fn
days after last appearance
owner when found.
J. E. Parker, 2021 No. 10th St., Ft,
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
vertisement, said estray will be sold
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Ark., says that he had taken
Smith,
visitAll
street.
on
of
Sixth
the
their ha'l
by this Board for the benefit
Albuquerque, N. M.
many kinds of kidney medicine, hut
to
invited
brethren
owner when found.
cordially
ing
did not get better until he took Foley
1st. pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov. 20, '11.
Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T. Ro- Kidney Pills. No matter how long
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
gers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary you have had kidney trouble, you will
Albuquerque, N. M.
A HOUSEHOLD MEDICINE
benefit by
W. E. Crltei), treasurer; C. V. Hedg-cock- , find quick and permanent
1st pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov. 20, '11. That stops coughs quickly and cures
the use of Foley Kidney Pills. Start
trustee.
Com
Tar
and
is
colds
cemetery
Foley's Honey
taking them now.
pound. Mrs. Anna Pelzer, 2526 Jefferestray Advertisement
son St., So. Omaha, Neb., says: "I
Notice is hereby given to whom it can recommend Foley's Honey and
may concern that the following de Tar Compound as a sure cure for
r
scribed estray animal was taken up by coughs and colds. It cured my daugh-eof a bad cold and my neighbor,
M.
Adolfo Ortega, El Rito, N.
Mrs. Benson, cured herself and her
One light bay
mare,
whole family with Foley's Honey and
Tar
Everyone in our
years, 550 lbs., 4 feet, 5 inches.
speaks
neighborhood
highly of It."
Branded
B O. G. Schafer and Red
Cross Drug
E Co.
On right hip
Branded
There is little danger from a cold
On left shoulder
U
or from an attack of the grip except
Said animal being unknown to this when followed by pneumonia, and this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or never happens when Chamberlain's
PHONE MAIN 227
before Nov. 30 1911, said date being 10 Cough Remedy Is used. This remedy
has won its great
and exdays after last appearance of this ad tensive sale by Its reputation
remarkable cures
vertisement, said estray will be sold of colds and grip and) can be relied
For
by this Board for the benefit of thp upon wth implicit confidence.
sale by all druggists.
owner when found.
To-wi-
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CLASSIFIED ADVER
TI8EMENT8
I lvt sp"vi per line each insertion
Katlaastt mx ordinary wordt to a
MM. No td to occupy lea apace than
ttoD Unas
All advertlaementt charg-will be booked at apace actually
at, without regard to number of
word
Caah in advance preferred.
H

i

.

Have
Your

.

Reg-yfJU-

To-wl-

To-wi- t:

Jpatc't Number,

Main 2.

Wanted
WANTED Position !by experienced
stenographer, afternoon work preferred. Address, S., Optic office.
A reliable winan to look
after rooming house. Apply over
Rosenthal's 5 and 10 cent store.

WANTED

HIGHER CLASS or better paying employment than that of representing
a leading nursery company Is not
to be had. If you are ambitious to
better your condition, the opportunity lies before you In entering
our employ. Salem Nursery Company, Snlem, Oregon.

Fmr

Sale

To-wi- t:

1

Wedding Stationery

To-wi- t:

r,

1 1

Announcement Cards

F

FOR SALE 1,000 one and two year
old Shropshire rams, all A. No. 1
I
C. E. Hartley,
stock.
Springer.
N. M.

For Rent
RENT

'OK

room fnrnJ

5

lat

Engraved Cards
Calling Cards

To-wi-

Five room house partly
nrnished If desired.
Apply 920
RENT

allinas.

tf

Backache, Headache, Nervousness
and rheumatism, both in men and
women, mean kidiey trouble. Do not
allow it to progress beyond the reach
of medicine but stop it promptly with
Foley Kidney Pilis. They regulate
the action of the urinary organs.
Tonic in action, quick In results. O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

PILLS
CHICHESTER SBRAND.
J

PI
2k.

x.'tnipsi akk your irruKfAt fo
t III In
and 4.l. metallic
sealed
ith Blue Ribbon.
ics,
uke no other. Buy of your

jk.

Iid

IAMNI ItBANU FILLS
known as

S

S&

Best, Safest, Always Reliable
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

FATHER'S

OBJECTION

To-wi- t:

Hj

To-wl- t:

Con-poun-

n

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
A MAIL CARRIER'S LOAD
Sharpe Your boy has a fine head.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Wise It's too large.
Seems heavier when he ha- - a weak
1st. pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov. 20, '11. back and kidney trouble. Fred Dueh-ren- ,
Sharpe Too large?
Mail Carrier at Atchison, Kas.,
Wise Yes; he can't wear my hats.
says: "I have been bothered with kidney and bladder trouble and had a
Estray Advertisement
EASY
Notice is hereby given to whom it severe pan across my back. Whenload of mail,
ever 1 carried a
may concern that the following de- my kidney troubleheavy
increased. Some
scribed estray animal was taken up by time ago, I started taking Foley KidPedro O. Sanchez, Ocate, N. M.
ney Pills and since taking them I have
entirely rid of all my kidney
Ope white face cow, 5 or gotten
trouble and am as sound now as
6 years, 500 lbs.
ever." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Branded
Drug Co.
On left ribs
Chamberlain's Stomach and liver
Branded
Tablets do not sicken or gripe, and
On left hip
may be taken with perfect safety by
the most delicate woman or the
Ear mark
youngest child. The old and feeble
will also find them a most suitable
to
this remedy for aiding and strengthening
Said animal being unknown
Board, unless claimed by owner on or their weakened digestion and for regbefore Nor. 30 1911, said date being 10 ulating the bowels. For sale by all
days after last appearance of this ad- druggists.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
"I do nor. heheve there Is any other
by this Board for the benefit of the medicine so good for whooping
cough
owner vherx. found.
as Chamberlain's Cough Remedy,"
The Soubrette Why is a campaign
Mrs.
Francis Turpln, Junction
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
writes
..ibook publisher?
orator like a
City, Ore. This remedy is also unAlbuquerque, N. M.
Rasy.
The Come
They ara
for colds and croup. For
1st pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov. 20, '11. surpassed
both
sale by all druggists.
To-wl- t:

:

Birth Announcements

Programs

and Stationery

Printed by .the

Crystal Ice Co
Pure Ice

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth moat.

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. inj this newipaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
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CHURCH

Long; solo, Geo. A. Smith; from the
moral standpoint Mr. Marwlck, secretary of Y. M. C. A.; from the social
uuiapoint, Dr. p. H. 11. Roberts;
from the spiritual staudpolnt.
W. R. Quigdn.
Doxology, benediction.

FATE PLAYED
CARDS

FIR8T PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.

By SUSANNE GLENN

"g;

Choir Loft
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Ser. Norman Skinner, pastor. Douglas
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"I I am not Colette
Grey," she said
:tly, "I am a very different sort ol

pt:son."
"I have felt that all
along, some
way. You have a different air. Bui
why are you here?"
"My aunts they were determined
to marry me to a you know how
uiose tnings are sometimes arrang
ed?"

CAMILLA'S
COURAGE
By ELLA RANDALL PEARCE

Aunt Lydla," she said. "I'm
going to
read a while."
Aunt Lydla always was obedient, so
Camilla was left alone.
She had a
book before her. but the
meaning of
the story was quite lost to her She
was waiting for that
sound

at the front door

clicking

below, and time
seemed to drag.
"Bother! he isn't coming at alL
Well, I'll go back to Idlehurst tomor
row, and laugh at Geraldine.
Then
like two nice little society mandarins.
oromer and I will be noddlne at each

TIRED

OF "TRIAL" MARRIAGE

Colored Msn Fell Into the Trap an
Had Had
Nothing But

"T'anky, sah; t'anky!" grateful!
Has
said a ramsh
colored citi prd
sen who had percolated Into the offlcel or
of a prominent attorney of PolkrUleJ
Arkansas. "And di6 yuh am what yo1
kin do for muh, cuhnel, if yo' please;
want to git dis trial marriage dat I'i
Into busted up so's I kin git out'n im
EOi HON
ag'in."
"Trial marriage
?" echoed th
legal luminary.
"Yessah! Dat's what it's done been)
a trial fura de beginnln' twell
plumb yit! Trial, sah trial and trlb.
bylation! all de time! And I knowed!
how 'twould be befo' I got Into da
trap. Didn't want to marry, nohow;!
alius was
o' de marryin'
"
notion, and now
"Well, then, why did you marry II
you didn't want to?"
"Who? me?
I hatter, sahj
wauer ao it; flat's why! Dar wa'n'l
no way rounn it! 'twu de law! When f SPEAKER
dat 'ar yaller lady fell into de creeh U
UP SIT-at de picnic an' I plunged in an' drua
her out at de risk o' muh life. riht YEAR.
aar, sah, I got up a'gin de law de
marry la"w! De young white men told
me 'bout it, soon 's dey found out MAJORITY
what I'd done; hadn't
me va
'bout muh bldnesa like a fool
twell I landed in de penitenchy fof 'EMOCRACY
mun ignunce. Dey done told me what VETOES
T
I
nrno K!
i
uircgeu 10 uo man saves a
'oman fum drownln' he's aho' gotter tRIDDEN.
marry her. Fo'ced to do it, Bah, an' 1
done did it. An' now, cuhnel, for good
ness' sake won't yo' please tell muh ETIN LINE
how to git out'n de scrape? Kin I git
a divo'ce, or suppin', or must I taka
GET
de lady down to de creek whuh I drug
her out, an' th'ow her in ag'in?" Tom (ULD
P. Morgan, in Puck.
3

.okle-lookin- g

venue and Tenth street
"You are late, Colette," said the
He nodded
comprehendingly. "And
Morning worship and sermon at 11 young man reproachfully, as the girl so
"But, Geraldine, I'd rather meet
t
you ran away?"
at
o'clock. Bible
breath-leathe
s
appeared
brother in a more conventional
a
your
littl
spring
and
Study
Sunday
Pi rut rtiua i ii u.
...
Ana so 1 bought some gingham way."
from haste and the last warm
m.; coaa mud school session at 9:46 a. m. Young
frocks
and
came
rays of the summer sun.
up here to my old
Geraldine Merrill waved the protest
People's Society at 7 p. m.
nurse."
"We were delayed.
aside with a scornful sweep of her other
Aunt
Hannah
P. m.. in Spanish
The
Saturday afternoon."
church extends a most hearty had callers."
"You diBliked the manT" ha
at
hand.
quesThe
Invitation to all people. Strangers
tioned
evening wore on, and the still
She
very gently.
"Conventional that's
dropped upon the rustic seat
the
fatal ness deepened. Camilla rose and
vn
ftcrament at 7:30 n and sojourners to the
"I did not know the
ulma
with
word
unstudied
adshe
Gilbert's
met
grace.
a
man,"
city
thousand
especially
m.
looked out the window; here and there,
"Callers are a great event with us. mitted with a smile. "I am told he is in a conventional way, and girls
welcomed.
he a twinkling light shone
Cathechlam for Engll8n
a
through the
very
you
admirable
I
know,"
she
wouldn't
look a second time at any aarsness.
person.
added with a smile.
simply
While she watched, some
did not care to run the risk of
children on Tuesday 4 p. m..ipeakl
and these have decided
one of them. No, Camilla, my
disand or,
plan's of the lights disappeared. She look
nmoiiAN SCIENCE SOCIETY the
liking him!"
SaturdarlO
the best. I know my brother he ad- ed
night, I believe!"
m.; for Spanish
at the clock and saw that it was
speak Regular services every Sunday morn
"It
is
not
first
your
They
mires
at
the
each
gazed
other solemnly
experience,
"
strong, Independent type
near midnight. When the hour struck,
uuraaay
p m., and
ng at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even for a
then?"
I
and
so
do
on Saturday at 9 a, m.
moment, and then laughed.
want him to like you; to Camilla went
at 8 o'clock In O. R. C. hall
softly Into the hall and
"Oh, no! I have had men produced nave
What a gem this girl was among
you
make an impression. peered over the
for
Pioneer building. All are welcome.
railing. She had a
these good, simple hill people, with
my conquest as long as I can
PleaBe!"
CHURCH OF OUR LADY
strong feeling that something was
iier aencate beauty and refined
OF SOR
Camilla's
went up dubious- about to happen.
ways!
ROWS-R- ev.
The man laughed outright at her ly, but her eyebrows
James Blakeson gazed at her until
PauI G1ibertoni
TEMPLE MONTEFIORE
Hps were smiling.
the tone.
pasU)r
Douglas soft color
An instant later, with the usual preKirst mass at 6:30 a.
"Isn't that a funny sort of Impresdeepened in her cheeks, and
m., third Sun- avenue and Ninth street, J. S. Raisin,
liminary sounds, the lower door
her
"It
must
sion
to
be
on
one
make
reproachful
rather
to
him
day excepted. Second
to
meet
eyes
at
her
raobi.
dropped
mass
swung slowly open Camilla switchhe admitted. "Now, unsatisfactory"
pink gingham lap.
es
I can Imagine the door of his own home with a
sermon in English,
ed on the hall lights, and dashed
oervices and sermon every Friday
hymns rendered
You have not
wicked-lookina
myself
holding lively
always lived here,
revolver, and demand down the stairs.
against
by the children under the
a pereon I was expectedgrudge
direction night at g o'clock. Services for chil- Colette?" he said, gently.
to know his business?"
to make
of the Sisters of Loretto.
otana wnere you are!" she comdren
and
to by order!"
Sr.bbatb school every Satur
"Why do you ask?"
"But you see there's a reason; and
Third mas?
manded, loudly. "One step further,
at 10:30 a. m.. sermon fn
"You seem different from these
"It
is
most
10 o'clock.
day
can
at
you
off
It
morning
carry
unpleasant," she agreed,
peoSpanish
splendidly," said and I will call the police or shoot!"
ple, some way. Have you no home?" looking at him with gentle thoughtful-ness- . Geraldine,
from o to 4 Sunday erhrmi At 4il
shaking her dark curls
The tall figure before her retreated
"Only the sort of home mv nnntH
"There is no freshness left to vivaciously, "if 1 asked Gilbert down at
Benediction
of the Blessed
S. D.
ADVENTIST
int
Sacra
sight of the threatening weapon,
life
make for me," answered Colette Grey
like that."
here to meet you, ten chances to one
ment. At the New Mexico
and reached fumblingly backward for
Hosolta CHURCH Regular services in the A. Quietly.
he
"Colette!"
come
wouldn't
all.
at
I
if
And
did
James Blakeson leaned
for the Insane mass everv
O V W. hall on Eighth
the door knob. Even In that moment
fount;
street, beDetermination clutched
toward the girl with serious lips but happen to present him to you, he'd of
Intense excitement, Camilla was
tween Oouglas and Lincoln. C. Mo Blakeson.
Sunday by the pastor.
with eyes brimming with
expect to be bored and run away. conscious of
laughter.
a shock of
"But how will your mother recelv
Reynolds, pastor.
oiette, nave you never detected No, Camilla, In a lace dancing frock, ment as her eyes fell on disappointthe man's
Sabbath School on the Sabbath an inexperienced hill girl?" whispered anything promising about me
with
a
In your hair and French
rose
anyface,
visible In the bright
FIRST
Discretion in his ear.
METHODIST EPISCOPAL (Saturday) at 2:30 p. m.
thing that might be considered above slippers, you wouldn't make a hit at light. clearly
was
Preaching
It
not a noble face handCHURCH Cor. Eighth street
"She will receive my wife unless I a keeper's station?
all. We've got to rouse him to surand Na-- ' at 3:30 p. m.
some enough, perhaps, but
am greatly mistaken," answered De
dissipated
him
nal avenue. K C.
into
attention."
Colette
prise
looked
All
at him in wonder.
are cordially invited to all
and craven. The whole figure was un
Anderson, pastor
"Um-m- .
termination with erim niirnnm.
I see."
"What can you possible mean?"
Sunday scho at'9:45. Preaching at
But you must remember vnn
Camilla looked reflective, but at prepossessing. Why did the man not
"I mean that I am not
11 o'clock.
She wanted to hear his voice.
keeper of
Epworth League at 6:30;
Keeper at 'The Bowlders'" InoU
'The Bowlders.' Not by any means do least she did not object further. speak?
are you doing here?" she
"What
evening preaching service at 7:30.
SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCHCor
Discretion, with unnecessary nersls- occupy so Independent and enviable Geraldine pursued her advantage.
cordial invitation Is extended - nor Columbia and Railroad Avenue tence
know Gilbert would like you if asked, curiously at ease and cona position!
trolled. Of course he would declare
all who have no other
you hud a chance to make your per'Whatever I am, I love her with ev
"When I came up to look
place o' wo Rev. W R. Burgess. Pastor.
himself in another moment, and the
things
to
ery beat of my heart!" cried the over I saw
attend divine services at thi
ship
sonality felt," she went on, eagerly. farce would be over.
Preaching 11 a. m.. and s p. m., b whole
I
they took it for
As for meeting rA
hNtn OF SPRING P0ET3
"You're really just suited to each othcuurch.
was tne new keeper. 80 granted
being of the man fiercely.
the pastor: Sunday school 9 4B a m.
I let
iximen Merrill, the event was not
it
but
of
er;
course
he
manner
your
said, a great strength stand, that I might
society
worth the trip to town.
B. Y. P. U.. 3 p m
better ac- Is just like
All are welcome
Farmer Took Them Lean and Mouriv.
pulsing under the calmness of his quainted with the get
any other girl's and he
BAPTIST CHURCH.-Cor- ner
who fights
Then, to Camilla's astonishment, as
neighbors
Main to attend these services.
ful and Taught Them Life I
of girls, laughs at them,
manner,
shy
to
her
woum
going
and
her
lifting
avenue and Sixth street, Rev. o. P.
accept the servant when they and calls them frivolous
she stood there, straight and challengWorth Living.
and vain and
Benny to ner feet, "Colette, look at wuuiu scorn tne master."
Miles, Pastor.
shallow and dependent on man! Yes, ing In her oriental draperies, the fig' And
me!"
you would have married Han
ure
of
the
intruder backed silently
and secretly, Camilla, I think he's
The girl lifted her eyes
"That feller, settin' on the fenoa
Preaching at 11 a. m., and 7:30 p.
bravely, and nan
m. Sunday School at
the flush that flooded her face at hla gin, ureys niece?" questioned the afraid of their little schemes. Gil- over the sill, out into the shadows of yonder," said the local historian ol
9; 45 a. m. A.
the night, and the door swung to bewonderlngly.
bert's awfully
look faded suddenly,
rural life, "has plowed more spring
M. Young
you know.
"I would marry you, dear
leaving her pale
People's meeting at 6:30 p.
heart, I wish I had a picture to show you, tween them.
and
shaken.
poets than any farmer In the settle,
whoever you were, if you would
m. The public is invited.
"The
coward!" murmured Camilla. ment"
but that's another whim of his he
1 love
you! I love you!" he said.
wouldn't ever have his photograph Then, in a state of nervous reaction,
"Plowed themr
"No, no!" she cried.
"If I can produce sufficient creden- taken.
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH
Oh, he'd Just suit you, Ca- she sank Into the hall chair and rest"No, no!" she cried. "You mti.t tials do
"Yea; learn' t 'em how to plow how
I
ed
think
her
you
head
be
may
milla."
National avenue and Eighth a tree!.
weakly against the to run a straight furrow and
not."
not only by the aunts, but by accepted
manage
"And I drove Gilbert a
Camilla felt herself weakening. She carved back.
yourself
Rev. J. S. Moore, pastor.
"Will you marry me?" he looked at as well,
Georgia mule. Plowed 'em, an' fatMerrill
Colette?"
out
of his own house! Oh,
had
been
in
eluthis
interested
long
tened 'em, and made 'em know that
her compellingly.
Twenty-secon- d
"My name Is Patricia Colette
Sunday after Trinsive brother of her friend's, and what a Joke butwhy, I shall hate life's wuth llvtn'. They come loafln'
The experienced heart of the girl
to
she suggested. In a small voice.
ity, Nov. 12, 1911. Holy Communion
tell
Geraldine.
me
It's
shaken
Inshe heard about him
up roun', lean aa a razor-baobeat as riotously as true pink gingham
shoat, aa'
"The name Is neither unfamiliar everything
7:30; Sunday school 9:45;
creased her desire to meet him and awfully. Well, I guess I can go to hungry an lonesome, t&gin' songa
morning
hearts and supposed to do. Many nor unpleasant. And tell me
now
unless
he
sleep
recover
should
Patriwin his favor. She was not frivolous
prayer and sermon 11:00.
'bout trees sua' flowers, an' cowbells,
men of many stations in life had cia,"
Hymns
placing his hands upon her or vain or shallow, and she could and come back."
an' cool graaq, an' Lord knows whatj
at 11 o'clock 516, "Onward Christian
begged for her hand when it was soft shoulders, "was the man Blake
Click!
Click! The front door latch an' that feller takes 'em In' an' aaton-"
manage to exist very comfortably
and white and
Soldiers," 384 "God my Father, Hear
but never
without a man about. But Gilbert again. Camilla, leaning forward in a lshes 'em with three meals a day-- lets
as this man did for the little brown
;
me Pray," 471 "O, Praise
"How could you know?" cried Pat- Merrill she would Just love to con- fascinated way, with the revolver ly'em hang roun' eaay, an' rest
ye the
hand
of Colette Grey!
ricia sharply. "You do not mean that quer him!
ing idly In her lap, saw the heavy up for a week, mebbe, then puts 'ens
Lord," 458 "Praise, my Soul,
the
I
cannot you do not under- you "
"Oh,
"Now, let me understand this dark door swing slowly inward, and a man to plowin', with hoeln' on the sld
King of Heaven." Full vested choir.
stand," she murmured miserably. "I
do not blame me! I hated and dreadful plot thoroughly," she enter. The new comer stood in dumb for recreation, an' before you know,
"Patricia,
Crucifer and supporters, Orville Na- I have deceived you!"
erect. they're too fat to sing!
prepossessing,
being thrown at your head as much said, "ir 1 start, I must go on to a amazement,
keen-eyeW. Moore
gel, crucifer; Frederick
"Will you tell me you do not love as you
He looked at the flaring
me.
"You see, these hero
dflitK
I glorious finish."
But
having
and Ritcher Noyes, supporters.
me?" he insisted still more gently.
could not see any way out of it if I
Geraldine spread her silky drap- lights and at the huddled figure In the never do none o' that melancholy)
Company,
Oh, if only he were not a keeper
This church la open dally twr private
allowed myself to be presented, withwrlUn or 'eingin". as they call ft
eries, drew her chair closer to her chair.
what a man he was! But it could out offending
Camilla rould not utter a word. Sh
two families and upset- companion, and began to recount her
owpr wnen urey rs beotc w vuue.
prayer and meditation.
Fig
(p. never be; she could never have the ting the tradition. So I absented my- plans.
knew that this was Gilbert Merrill
as noller as a dead tree; then
was
other?
the
who
viobut
of
fit
courage. Sobs shook her and she hid self! My only excuse, Patricia darThe Merrills had gone to Idlehurst,
they feel that the world owes 'em
came
ovep
facn
her
lent
his
coat.
trembling
her, and
against
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
their summer home, for the season,
living', but they ain't gtttin' it an'
ling, is that I did not know you!"
her cheeks
Her eyes were midnight owls can't beat 'em at
"Whnt does anything matter, since
corner
"Oh," cried Patricia, "I'm glad and Camilla Ogden, with her aunt, like those of paled.
Services in the tabernacle,
a
we love each other, dear?" he asked,
frightened child.
But you Jest work 'em an1
you're not the keeper because there who acted as chaperon, had arrived a
Eighth and Main streets. The Taberwhen she was quiet.
"Why I believe I've scared you fatten 'em, an' there's change In their
few days later. Gilbert Merrill was
would
been
have
a
dreadful
fuss
and
nacle.
W. R.i Quiggln, pastor.
Colette remained motionless, fight- I could never have
the following Saturday, terribly," said a hearty, ringing voice, dispositions an' life looks as bright aa
given you up! But due to appear week-enNIECE OF GOVERNOR A BRIDE
Services of the First Christian
ing for strength. She did not wish to I can hear their horrid
some
with
He with such a comforting sound in it a torchlight procession to 'em. 'Stld-de- r
guests.
egotism!"
"I am Gilbert Merrill and you must
Albany, N. Y., Nov. 11. Miss Doro fight or to be strong; but when one
slngln' 'bout beautiful trees, they
church at the Tabernacle, Eighth and
"You will not have to bear it alone, would come down from a camp In the
be one of Geraldlne's friends. Is she git healthy exercise cuttin' 'em down,
has
W.
of
two
Curtis
thea
cusand
was
dear
family
It
traditions,
his
Douglas,
11
but
daughter
a.
dear
10
a. m., Bible school;
Main:
always
heart," he said, kissing her ten- mountains;
an' they soon find that a breakfast ol
maiden aunts, one derly.
tom at such times to drop in at the here? Why, what's this?"
m., preaching by pastor, W. R. Quig- Douglas and niece of Governor and though exacting
For, as Camilla drew herself feebly ham an' eggs is fur an' away ahead ol
must never weaken!
on his way, and remain a
town
house
"The
dear
safterlooked
Mrs.
was
the
bride
thl
aunties
DIx,
decidedly
gln, subject, "The Faithful Elders;"
to her feet, the little revolver rattled
s
an' dreams.
Upon the soft evening air. there unhappy In the lane Just now, let us night or two.
noon at one of the largest and most
7 p m., special C. E. temperance meetto the floor.
came unexpectedly the sound of un- go and scatter some of our
come two new ones themj
"Here
was
of
a
brilliant
It
Geraldlne's
part
surplus
has
fashionable
that
inAlbany
weddings
"There was a burglar a real burgcertain steps and a refined, impatient happiness, my girl."
ing. Program: Song, "America;"
chaps, climbln' the fenceJ
plan now to have her dear friend
she said, brokenly. "I I Watch that farmer git 'em!" Atlan.
vocation; song, Scripture reading, seen in a long line. Miss Douglas voice :
cannot cheat us of the fun Camilla, with her aunt, go In town lar here,"him
"They
ordered
"I am certain Hannah said Patricia we have
away and then you ta Constitution.
the Sa- was married to George Cabot Ward
topic, "The Case Against
had, anyway," answered she for the day and, apparently unaware came "
went
I
down
this
but
BrookA.
A.
of
of
lane,
son
of
Low,
assuredly
the
brother's
Low,
of
habits,
loon" From the physical standpoint,
the pink gingham with
peregrinating
see nothing of her!"
"Oh, don't faint you poor child!
to mistake him for a burglar when he
Dean Carron; from the economical lyn. The ceremony was performed in
Down Where It's Hot
You're safe now."
"Oh,"
the
her
enter
whispered
to
girl,
brave
the
and
lifting
house,
sought
followed
was
and
church
St.
Peter's
standpoint, D. L. Batchelor; from the
The deepest hole in the world ufl
head in sudden alarm. "I cannot see
was
arm
Gilbert's
out
supporting
htm
a
at
order
pistol'B
ly
point.
HAS NUMBERED
THE STARS Then Gilbert would explain and apolo- around her, and the heavy auburn to date Is the boring begun ten years
political standpoint, Judge E. V. by a large reception.
them now! What can I do?"
James Blakeson glanced through
gize, and be duly Impressed with the braids lay against his shoulder. As ago at Czuchow, Silesia, with the obi
the wild cherry bushes at the two ap- Dutch Astronomer Says There Are heroic behavior of the strange young the girl's eyes uplifted shyly, they ject of attaining a depth of 2,500 mj
"
now reached a
About 842,000,000, and Who
proaching figures, and back at the
lady in "a white peignoir with her met a magnetized gaze that made her ters, and which has
-fall again. Faint and trem- depth of 2,240 meters (7,349 feet)J
lashes
-Shall
Contradict
Him.
face.
at
or
down
hair
like
Juliet
the
girl's
tomb,
appealing
.r.--r"
The bore is 44 centimeters in diambling, she was still blissfully conThen lifting her bodily, he set her
Lady Macbeth In the
at the top, and diminishes proeter
A tremendous task, that of countof
of
scious
the
on her feet on the opposite side of
pressure
reassuring
scene."
to five centimeters. Measthe wall, vaulted it himself, and ing the stars up to the nineteenth
Geraldine Insisted on the white peig- that protective arm. It was really a gressively
crashed hastily through the under- magnitude, has been undertaken by noir and the hair down, but finally pretty tableau that Aunt Lydla saw urements of temperature have been
the Dutch astronomer, Professor Kap-tey- compromised on a flowered Japanese when she peered wonderlngly over made regularly. At 2,220 meters thai
growth.
folwho has collected all the matetemperature is 83.4 degrees C. (182)
"Scamper," he said, grasping her
wrap over a white gown, and two the banister. Then explanations
rial furnished by the most recent dis- hanging braids, which, In Camilla'3 lowed.
degrees F.). This gives a "geothen
hand firmly, and breathlessly
they
corEarly Saturday morning Geraldine mio degree" (amount of descent
sped over the rough ground to the coveries, notably those from the Amer- case, meant a magnificent display of
to
a
of
rise
ican observatories.
temperature
two
responding
couched
letters.
received
in
One,
shelter of the woods below.
auburn hair.
1
81.8 meters.
The.
Stars of less size than the four"Let's begin over again," said the
Camilla's aunt might have demurred terms that she alone might under- of degree C.) of
of temperature does not proteenth
change
In
are
found
was
magnitude
If she had really
understood their stand and signed "Camilla,"
young man. when they were comin the milky way, and the sudden errand to the city, but she thrown aside
reading, with a ceed uniformly. In fact, an Interestfortably seated on a convenient log
work of counting them from photo- was U6ed to the whims and
The
other was ing "temperature inversion" occurs be"Pshaw!"
and had regained their breath.
petulant
caprices
tween the depths of 640 and 730 mecan
best
from
be
Gilbert.
graphic
described
plates
"What is the use? What I told you
of her pretty niece. When the shopaa
to
similar
corblood
Is final!" Colette tried to speak aus"I shall not be down Saturday, with ters, where the temperature actually
counting
ping season was over, and they had
with descent, about two degrees.
puscles under a microscope.
Merrill home the crowd, Geraldine. Your friend, falls,
entered the
terely.
Scientific American.
Professor
the
total
Kapteyn
had
an
Miss
has
In
places
looked
she
the
Ogden,
"But you answer too soon. You did
unpleasant
surprised and
city,
afr 842,000,000 stars, the average being a bit startled when Camilla drew out shock, and I think life at Idlehurst Is
not hear what I had to say."
to
20,400
stars
the
square degree of a polished revolver and laid It on the too stimulating for her at present, so
"I do not wish to hear; I cannot
Might Have Been Worse.
I have advised her to remain here
it, Jamie, for my answer must be the heavens. He has further calcu- dressing table.
A clerk In a Washington street hotel
lated
the
total
that
I
will
to
see
light
over
and
emanating
what's
stay
Sunday,
"Goodness,
Camilla,
that?
thp same!"
the Boston Traveler, tells this)
from all the stars is equal to 2,384 You're not
afraid, are you? Why, no that she and her aunt are properly says
"Dear, dear girl!" His hand went
"My first hotel job was in a)
story:
times
of
the
a
star
of
luminosity
the one can get In without a special key protected and made comfortable. We
out to the pink gingham where It flutTexas city. One morning a guest whq
A woman often does not notice
for the front door, and the rest of the will join you later, when your scattertered over the rough log. "Still, you first magnitude.
According to the Dutch scientist the house is protected .by a burglar alarm, brained merry-maker- s
have flown. I had been celebrating unwisely the
what a cold day it is so long as she
ought to liBtcn. It Isn't fair not to boundaries
before swayed up to the desk
of
the
"
as
aa
far
universe,
not
return
to
the
shall
But
camp next night
and there's a telephone
let me tell you and it isn't fair for
is bustling around the house.
and
asked
for some information. His
has
human
science
been
able
to
will
of
have enough
pene
"I know, Aunt Lydla, but it's always week, so you
my name was
you not to hear!"
Colonel Hawkins, and hej
trate, extend to 32,000 light years..
when she site down to her sewing and
Gilbert"
best to be on the safe side," said society, after all.
The girl sat in unhappy silence.
was the soul of politeness under al
feels chilly.
soon
was
she
as
face
she
Geraldlne's
I'm
not
Camilla.
a
afraid
bit."
aglow
"No,
"Colette," he said at last, laying her
mending,
circumstances. And this morning hq
Her Difficulty.
As a matter of fact, Camilla was finished her letter reading. "And I
hand against the rough bark and
was looking worried. 'Frank,' he whis
Smokeless Oil Heater.
Perfection
rea
was
all
fizzle," she
She thought it
He Why can't you tell me what afraid but not of a burglar.
thoughtfully spreading her pretty fin- It is then she needs a
Gilbert!" Then she pered, 'my memory of last night, I r
was really In a sort of mild panic flected. "Oh-a room m next to no time.
gers as If for love of touching them, your father said about me?
Its quick, glowing heat warms up
gret to say, auh, la pretty hazy. Cow
"will you tell me honestly why you
She I don't say anything except over the thought of meeting Gilbert tossed back, her head, while her curls
fldentlally, now what did I doJl
bobbed
and
until
tho
fearful
and
lest
she
Merrill,
should
cannot marry me?"
merrily,
laughed
"oh, fudge" and "darn," and that
'
'Colonel,' said I, 'you got drunk and
came.
tears
can w j
"If you knew how I have deceived wouldn't do papa justice. Philadel- play her part badly.
shot a man.' 'Anything else?' 'Geo,
always ready for use , you
'
"Still, it all seems very reasonable,
you, you would not wish it," she an- - phia Telegram.
.
Isn't that about enough?' 'It's unfort
light it only when you want it
Mind and Uumbrella.
and at least It will be a novelty for
a patented automatic
swered seriously.
oe
The Perfection Od Her
"Sawone is a man of great concen- tunate, yes, suh. p, i was afraid I had
'"fonomical -b- urnsornine hour, Lon wtth
"I can take care of you, dear. I
him," she reflected.
The Difference.
I- tinsulted somebodj .'
th
device
of mind."
tration
looked
hw in blue en.ni
pW
in
I
Then she
the mirror.
think am justified in saying that my
"Ever notice the difference between
filling. Handiome, too
mean
"I
the Japanese garment flowing
by that that
suppose you
prospects are good."
the cat and the dog In the race of Really,
nickel trimming.
over her snowy draperies was very be- be always remembers to pick up the
She failed to see the quizzical smile life?"
Ti c Joy Rider.
y atner oi
eireolEr to
fof
oacriptnw
and she looked five years umbrella he sets down In a street car
he cast at her.
Demlen ewywhei ! or wtie
"His father laid the foundation of sj
"What special difference do you coming, with her hair down.
"Tell me," he commanded, covering mean ?"
Her col- or someone's office?"
younger
fortune by burning midnight oiL"
Continental Oil company
"More than that He remembers to
was high, and her hazel eyes
or
the little hand on the log with his
"Yes, and be is wasting it by ea
cat wins by a lap, but the dog
"The
pick up an umbrella even when he has
sparkling.
big brown one.
ploding midnight s&soJjne."
prefers a Job with a snap."
"You may retire any time you Ilka, not set one down."
'
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LOCAL NEWS

Whats New Today?

NEW BRAZIL NUTS
NEW FILBERTS

Word haB been received from members of the family of Mrs. Fred Phillips and arrangements for the funeral

NEW PECANS

are being made for Tuesday afternoon.

IKE STORE THAT'S

AIMS

BUST

COAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE AMD RETAIL

O.

Coal

Sawed Wood and Kindling

C ON D ON

Wm

fW

ai

ESTABLISHED 1870

The

First National

Bank

OF

La? Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

Accompanied by H. D. Young, assistant secretary of the Y. M. c. A.,
the junior class of the association
today went on a hike to the hills west
and north of Las Vegas. The crowd
took lunches and went
have a good time.
Commencing; Monday, the 13th, pur
entire stock of millinery, suits, one
piece dresses, corsets, brassieres,
hair goods and notions will be offered
to the public at
extremely low prices.
Emporium, 524 Sixth street,

Martin Doyle was arrested last
night by Santa Fe Special Officer E. It.
Wells on the charge of trespassing.
Doyle, when brought before Police
Judge D, R. Murray, pleaded guilty
and was released upon the payment of
the costs and with orders to move on.
The fall term of the United States
district court will convene Monday
morning at the court house on the
West side with Judge Clarence J.
Roberts on the bench. There is little on the court calendar for this
term and it is expected that the session, will be of short duration.

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D RAYNOLDS,"-

-

-

-

Cashier

HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

Our Pride Flour
Chop

Bran

Shorts
and all kinds of Grain, Hay
and Alfalfa at

Las Vegas

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

FRESH DRIED FRUIT
LOGANBERRIES

SHELLED WALNUTS

RASPBERRIES

SHELLED PECANS

PRUNES

all sizes

SHELLED ALMONDS
PEACHES

ORDERS

TAKEN FOR COOKING

BAGS

The Graaf & Hayward Co.
We

Dr. H. W. Houf wishes to announce
that he has opened an office at 506

Grand avenue for the nrartw
f
medicine in all of its branches. Es
pecial attention is given to the eve
, nose and
throat and the fittina
of glasses. Office phone Main 46, resi
dence, Vegas 342. Office hours 9 U
12 m., 2 to 4 p. m. and
by appointment. Calls answered itvJ nr. nio.v,f
'O11''
The election of the officers and di
rectors of the Commercial club which
was postponed from the early
part of
October, will be held on Tuesday
evening, November 14. October 12 is
the date set for the annual election
of officers of the club but this
year
there were so many other things demanding the attention of the citizens
of Greater Las Vegas that a
quorum
was not present at the annual meeting. By Tuesday the political talk
will have subsided and there should
be nothing to attract the attention of
the club members. The meeting thus
should be well attended. The election
of th officials of th Commercial club
is of vital interest to every citizen
of Las Vegas as well as the members
of the club and a large attendance is
desired.
AMERICAN VESSEL STRANDED
Tokio, Nov. 11. Wireless message
from the steamer Minnesota of the

Just Received

Viz:

The Friendship club was entertained Tuesday by Mrs. Coulson, a visiting member from Centerville, la. The
time was pleasantly spent discussing
various methods of assisting the I.
O. O. F Home of New Mexico
which
is to be opened January 1, 1912. After adjournment delicious refresh-emnt- s
were served by hostess.

Always Have the Beat of Everything
Eatable

Great Northern, Steamship company
today reported that the vessel had
stranded in the Kurusima passage, off
Shikoku island but later floated and
proceeded for Kobe.

:

of

er

J. H. STEARNS

There are no conditions!!
except that you shall put
the whole 6 pairs into use.
I

carry them in black,
in light and heavy weight.
Also in colors. A new pair
We

ftoleproof jiostery

at the Metropolitan for several years.
NEW

YORK

TOPICS.

New York, Nov. 11. The Metropolian Opera company will begin its
fourth season under the direction of
a
Glulio
next Monday
a performance of "Aida,"
with
evening
and there is every indication that the
opening performance will be a great
artistic as well as social success. The
cast will include Mme. Destin, who
will the title role; Caruso, who will
make his reappearance as Rharames
and Margarete Hatzenauer, tne new
contralto, who is cast for the part of
Amneris. Signor Toscanini will conduct. As usual an the opening night
of the Metropolitan
opera season
everybody who is somebody will attend the performance and to figure
up the billions of wealth represented
by the occupants of the row of boxes
In the "golden horseshoe" would make
any ordinary mortal dizzy.
'
The new season promises to be
quite interesting to music lovers. One
of the interesting announcements is
that the new American opera "Mona,"
the music by Prof. Horatio Parker,
of Yale, and the libretto by Bryan
Hooker, will be given its first production during the aeggolu Other new
works to be presented are "Boris
Godounoff," by the Russian composer
and "Lobetana," by
Moussorg8cky,
Thuille. Furthermore, the American
premiere of "Le Donne Duriose" will
be given, and the composer, Ermanno
has promised to be present on that occasion. The season will
include several performances of "Parsifal" and a complete cycle of the
Xibelungen Ring. Last year's operatic
novelties, "The Girl of the Golden
West," and "Koenigskinder'' are again
to be presented and the repertoire of
standard operas will include Bizet's
"Carmen," which has not been heard
Gatti-Casazz-

Wolf-Ferrar- i,

The Clothes
You Dread
to Wash
and iron are the flat pieces,
the big and heavy counterpanes, sheets, tablecloths, bolster cases, pillow cases, etc.,
and the Innumerable
small
pieces that take up so much
time, the napkins, towels, rags,
etc.
Why bother with them? We
will 'Jo these satisfactorily,

quickly and cheaply.
A few cents a piece is the
charge.

Public School 2, located on Henry
street near Pike street in Manhattan,
will celebrate its centenary anniversary next week in a manner befitting
the historical importance of the
event. The board of education and
the graduates of the school have combined their efforts in arranging an
elaborate program for the exercises.
"The old SeventL ward school" is
the name by which the school used to
be known for many years in its
early
history. That was before the district
changed and when Montgomery street
and Henry street and Pike street were
lined with neat brick dwellings with
carved doorways and knockers and all
that distinguished in those days the
homes of substantial citizens. Today
nbout the only English heard in that
neighborhood is spoken in the classrooms of the school. Alien language
is heard almost exclusively outside its
walls and crowded tenements now
surround It on every side.
The site on which the school of today stands was given to the society
for establishing a free school In the
city of New York by Colonel Henry
Rutgers. It consisted of two lots and
in 1806, when the gift was made, the
value of the two lots was estimated
at $2,500. The building used at pres
ent is the second erected upon that
plot. The first school, which was
opened on November 13, 1811, accommodated on a pinch 450 children. Into
the present building there are sqeezed
about 2,500 children, nearly all Russian Jews. The original building was
remodeled in 1834 and still later was
torn down and replaced with th-building still in use. More than 20,000
of the graduates of that old school
are still living and many of them will
take part in the four days' celebration
planned.
A young Italian woman came to
the East 104th street police station a

few days ago and requested the lieutenant in charge to send two policemen to her house, as a man had been
hurt there. Two detectives were detailed to accompany the woman and
on the way the woman, who is only
20 years old, confessed to the officers
that she had killed her former lover
because he had jilted her. When the
officers arrived at the house they
found the dead body of the victim,
who had been stabbed by the woman
three times in the head, twice in the
neck and four times in the region ot
the heart.
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SONE.

Exclusive Agent

For Eighteen Cents
you can have a twenty candle
power lamp burn forty hours,
It's cheaper than oil lamps.
Then too, it's better service.
No odor No dirty hands No
chimneys to clean. Let us
tell you of the house wiring
on payments.

Las Vegas Light

Power Co.

and

This Fortunate
Housewife
will eat

Thanksgiving

Dinner

with the rest of the family.
Her
Hoosier Kitchen Cabinet will enable her to do it,
For a dollar a week for a few
weeks, do not keep your wife in

The Hoosier
Special Saves Miles of Steps
fir. Tired Feet.
-

the kitchen, while indulging
yourselves in a Thanksgiving
feast.

J. C. Johnsen & Son
Local Agents

Rms For Sade

350 Head of Rambouillet and Delaine Merino Ram
?Peia"y bred f range purposes and by one
of Jfc8! lamSTC m
the United States. We have had
ls of
service
They are in fine
Would be pleased to meet parties at an7of for
the
trains
stopping at our station Shoemaker, and show them the rams
For further particulars address,

S1

sce

J. P. Van

Houterv Co.

Shoem&kur,

N. M.

If it may be termed a science

The
a sanitary

way.'

Freeh Evsry Day

BOUCHER'S
462

GREENBERGER

Goods

marguerites

PERRY ONION &

M.

"Sanitary"Bakery

"Baked in a sanitary oven in

Laundry

for every pair showing a
necessity tor darning within 6 months.

USE OUR

Las Vegas Steam
Phone Main

every

"Holeproof" Hose

One is made of two crisp chocolate wafers and a
Others are dainty finger
rich vanilla cream.
biscuits, wafer sticks with crisp walls and creamy centers, and so
on through, th list each has a substance and flavor of its own.
ask for them today
We want you to taste these Sunuhine Specialties
Many kinds

layer-cent-

carnations chrysanthemums
507 SiMtb Stnti

darning goes with
box of 6 pairs of

are a delightful surprise. They are more delicious than
biscuits, more wholesome than candy. They have no
rivals among all the bakery products made in this country or Europe.

Cut Flowers For Sunday Nov ember 12th

roses

Hose

Specialties

The First Christian church will
have a church supper Tuesday evening November 14, at 7:30 o'clock.
Election of officers for the ensuing
year will be held. All members are
urged to be present.

Screened and lump Raton Oerrllios

wear without

6 months

The regular meeting of J. E.
lodge will be held at the
evenTemple vestry room Monday
ing at 8 o'clock. No cards will be
sent out

at

absolute guarantee of

An

Pinch's Golden Wedding Rye. aged
in the wood.
Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

NEW ALMONDS

sizes Steam

SIX PAIRS FOR $1.50

RB. Schoonmaker it local
agent
for the Northewestern Mutual Life Insurance company.

also

Coal, all

tfoleprooffiosiery

at Notette'i

Trr a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.

FANCY NEW SOFT SHELL ENGLISH WALNUTS

Anthracite

Always get the best
barber shop.

Science of
Selling

Farms

must
include a means of
presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective
buyers.
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class in the southwest use the
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